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2011 is about addressing new 
challenges facing the University
This month’s cover story merits a day trip to oxford. angela Palmer’s 
beautiful installation of rainforest tree trunks outside the Museum of 
Natural History (until 31 July) is at once a work of art and a dramatic 
call to action, smashing up an older distinction between modernism’s 
l’art pour l’art and Victorian morality. Ghost Forest’s physicality is both 
monumental and challenging, signifying the violence being inflicted  
on rainforests every day. This and other issues will feature prominently 
at this year’s alumni Weekend, 16–18 September, Meeting Minds – 21st 
Century Challenges (see page 15). It’s not too early to sign up! 

another smash-up has recently occurred between students and 
government over the future cost of higher education. The subject is a 
grave one for oxford and naturally occupies our lead feature. following 
it, quite deliberately, is the astonishing story of oxonian Sir Tommy 
Macpherson. His tale is surely one of the last great untold World War 
Two narratives. It redefines the term sangfroid. Indirectly, it provides 
real perspective at a time when financial worries are our central 
preoccupation. Then, for further perspective and optimism, try out the 
piece about oxford’s contribution to the UK’s own version of ‘Silicon 
Valley’. There is a significant entrepreneurialism emanating from within 
the University that is to be celebrated and encouraged in order to 
strengthen oxford’s future. finally, returning to the tree theme, don’t 
neglect our first photo competition on page 35 – there’s a superb Leica 
camera up for grabs. 

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni
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Visit us online to read all our features from past issues,  
get involved with your alumni association and keep up to  
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Letters We welcome letters for publication, which can 
be sent either by post or by email. We reserve 
the right to edit them to meet space constraints; 
the best way to avoid this is to keep letters to 200 
or fewer words. Unless you request otherwise, 
letters may also appear on our website.

War of the words 
The never-ending debate about 
‘correct’ usage, and in particular 
whether Latin stays Latin when it’s in 
English, rumbles on in your pages. 
Language is above all determined by 
what is useful, particularly by useful 
distinctions. So what is important is  
not whether the word ‘data’ was 
originally plural in Latin but whether 
there is a useful distinction with 
its singular, ‘a datum’. We seem to 
have finessed this one by using a 
‘data point’ instead, so maybe ‘data’ 
can happily settle in as a (singular) 
collective noun. ‘Media’ and its 
singular ‘medium’ are at a different 
point in the transition from Latin to 
English – the media still generally  
‘are’, although you do hear them 
referred to as if one entity (maybe  
sub-consciously we sense that they 
operate that way).

A distinction that I am worried 
about losing is between ‘criterion’ 
and ‘criteria’ (Greek in this case), 
usage which seems to reflect sloppy 
thinking, or maybe the magic bullet 
approach to the world, an assumption 
that any thought only has or needs 
one justification. We could maybe 
encourage the use of ‘criterias’  
to reinstate a plural since the  
original singular/plural distinction  
is fading so fast.

This is surely a healthier approach 
than the false pedantry that caused 
one of my colleagues to pluralise 
‘agenda’ (a neuter plural in Latin) to 
‘agendae’, assuming it must have been 
a feminine singular and needed to be 
treated as Latin in English. 

I shuddered. 
MAUrIcE HErSon 
(classicist, corpus christi, cambridge)
Department of International Development

Would the purists prefer us to say, “His 
stamina are depleted” or to stick with 
the singular, “His stamen is depleted”?
coLIn HAInES
Balliol, 1941

Ed: The unabated war of words continues 

online due to a lack of space.

Your correspondence

In response to…

 I am moved to express my 

disapproval of David Cameron’s 

photograph on the cover of the 

Michaelmas term edition. I do  

not exclude the possibility of 

irony being involved. I have no 

objection to Dr Lofthouse’s 

article on Oxford-educated  

prime ministers.

GD WATSon
St Catherine’s, 1946

 I see that you persist in 

peddling the myth of the 

intellectually stimulating tutorial 

which, according to Richard 

Lofthouse, “encourages debate 

and in arts subjects requires 

students to construct what are, 

in effect, rudimentary speeches, 

laying down sustained 

arguments pulled together at 

speed with limited knowledge”. 

My recollection is that you 

cobbled together a more or  

less (in)adequate essay, read it 

out and listened to your vastly 

more knowledgeable tutor’s 

comments. I found the university 

class formula considerably  

more rewarding. 

DAvID FAvAGEr 
Brasenose, 1979

 How unfortunate that your 

new layout and design should be 

preceded by such an incredibly 

smug photograph of Mr Cameron 

on the front cover – it put me off 

even taking the magazine out of 

the packet for the best part of a 

week. For a man busily engaged 

in cutting higher education 

funding to be so honoured by a 

University journal is difficult to 

fathom. While the related article 

on prime ministers and why so 

many come from Oxford seemed 

fairly balanced, the picture 

reflects very clearly the current 

prime minister’s disregard for 

those less fortunate than himself. 

If it wasn’t for free tuition and  

the tail end of the grant system,  

I would not have been able to go 

to university at all.

vIoLET SnELL
Oriel, 1992

 If the bitter irony of a magazine 

from Oxford dropping through 

my letterbox with the smug smile 

of a prime minister bent on 

destroying the university’s 

intellectual future weren’t 

enough, editor Dr Lofthouse’s 

self-serving article on Oxford 

PMs compounded my worst 

fears. Namely, that even as 

Oxford students occupy the 

Radcliffe Camera and take to the 

streets protesting the elitism and 

anti-intellectualism of the current 

regime, its alumni community is 

content to publish an article that 

seems to ignore the true 

meaning of the fact that 26 PMs 

were Oxford students: privilege 

still reigns in the government of 

this country. The article is full of 

references to this fact, but does 

not openly acknowledge it and as 

such remains superficial. The 

institution will be beset by cuts 

which will leave politician 

favourites History, English and 

PPE struggling for survival. For  

it to endure, Oxford should be 

distancing itself from the PM,  

not using him for publicity.

THoMAS SMITH
New College, 2006

 Your eulogy about Oxford 

University’s pre-eminence in 

producing British prime ministers 

prompts immediate scepticism 

over whether this is really a 

theme for self-congratulation. 

The post-war period, with an 

Oxford dominance of all but two 

prime ministers, has been an 

unmitigated disaster. From 

industrial pre-eminence, we  

are now insignificant, declining 

towards 2 per cent of world 

manufacturing and exports. 

Given Oxford’s governmental 

dominance, ‘clinical observation 

and analysis’ must be absent 

from their academic disciplines. 

The generic weaknesses are 

technocratic incompetence, 

discontinuity of purpose, 

delusions of national status, 

failure to recognise and respond 

to rising competitive challenges 

from other countries, and a 

(Pavlovian?) response defined  

by antique economic dogma. 

Meanwhile, the delusional 

priority accorded to financial 

services must derive, at least in  

a large part, from contemporary 

Oxford alumni finding sinecures 

in the city.

If there is to be a School of 

Government, it should be biased 

towards inculcating appreciation 

of more successful nations.

cHrIS BEnjAMIn
St Edmund Hall, 1954   

 
 So many Oxonian PMs... I was 

always told it was because we 

had a better rail connection to 

London than Cambridge.

cHrIS BoDDInGTon
Queen’s, 1960

OT 23.1: ‘First Among Equals’
 
“Smooth... shiny... smug” prime minister rankles readers
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Spiritual balance
Thank you for the recent Oxford 
Today; but I found the inclusion of two 
pamphlets saying, “There’s probably 
no God” rather surprising.

one associates a university with 
people who think, but the people 
who produce these pamphlets have 
not thought very far. They have only 
to think a bit further to believe that 
there probably is a ‘creator’ to explain 
the universe, though with that they 
might say, “Don’t believe the incredible 
things the God-experts say about him”.

To me, the God-experts are the 
christians of whom I’m told there are 
well over a billion, but not of course 
all experts. But the experts among 
them have been saying the ‘incredible 
things’ for nearly 2,000 years, 
including the promise of a happy, 
lasting life after this one – surely at 
least worth a serious investigation?  
I found that the more I thought about 
them the less incredible they became, 
and I believe one only has to think far 
enough to find them compelling.
ArcHIE cAMpBELL MUrDocH
Trinity, 1929

I was disappointed to find, enclosed 
with the Michaelmas issue, a 
leaflet inviting readers to apply for 
membership of the British Humanist 
Association without a balancing one 
from a christian body such as the 
Evangelical Alliance, to say nothing 
of corresponding roman catholic or 
Muslim (to keep the list short) ones.

This is comparable to enclosing 
a leaflet for only one of the political 
parties. Whereas you may protest that 
editorial neutrality is not compromised 
by a mere enclosure, this may not be 
how the reader sees it.
rIcHArD WELcH
Wadham, 1964

A sporting chance
I rowed for oxford in three Boat races 
in the early 1950s. I have a comment 
on your ‘A question of which sport’. I 
don’t think that there has ever been 
any doubt that the primary purpose of 

the university is to promote intellectual 
development. That was certainly 
the assumption in my day. However, 
the founders and directors of the 
university have always known that a 
desire for physical development and 
adventure is a part of human nature, 
therefore sports have always been a 
legitimate, if subordinate, university 
activity. Youthful activity is usually 
limited by energy and enthusiasm and 
seldom by time. I went from oxford 
to Harvard. I continued to row – in an 
‘old man’s crew’, average age probably 
27/28. We rowed in the dark. We had 
a distinct disadvantage in our first race 
– it was the first time we had actually 

seen what the others were doing.
HArrY QUIck
Merton, 1950

Wilfred Thesiger
Wilfred Thesiger did indeed hate  
“the internal combustion engine”. 
I used to drive him from his 
flat in chelsea to our home 
in putney (my wife was his 
niece). “All this traffic!” he 
complained. “In the desert 
you’re lucky if you see two 
camels a day!”
cHrISTopHEr WInTLE
St Catherine’s, 1966

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

The fairer sex?

For full versions  
of these letters 

and to read 
further alumni 

correspondence, 
visit www.

oxfordtoday. 
ox.ac.uk

 I like silly letters to the Editor 

as much as the next woman 

(‘Equality pleas’, Michaelmas 

issue), and am very pleased to 

see that in this same issue you 

have rectified the shocking 

errors of your Trinity issue.  

The Michaelmas issue has a 

three-page article about two 

distinguished Oxonian BBC 

women, with four photographs 

of each of them. May I suggest 

that an editorial advisory board 

does not need to include – 

indeed logically should not 

include – the editor. In which 

case, if Dr Richard Lofthouse 

were to be removed from this 

board, it would then have only 

six men and seven women, 

giving a 53.85 per cent advisory 

advantage to women. That 

should do the trick, shouldn’t it?

GrAHAM WEBB (MS)
Hertford, 1963 

 Could this vivid memory help 

reduce the indignation about 

language and femininity felt 

jointly by AP Williams, Catherine 

Robinson and Daphne Gio, 

among others? When the first 

ever female guest dined on High 

Table at my all-male college, the 

Senior Classics Postmaster, 

thunderstruck, interpolated into 

the Latin grace “Oculi omnium 

‘hominum feminarumque’...” 

(“the eyes of all ‘men and 

women’...”). An alert don 

promptly sconced him (a 

defunct punishment) for such 

underhand rudeness and – 

much more seriously – for 

translating into a Latin plural 

one singular lady! Aware of his 

shortcomings, he sloped off into 

Antipodean exile. 

More recently, if observers 

think that Merton’s track record 

of topping the Norrington Table 

has anything to do with Dame 

Jessica Rawson’s Wardenship of 

a mixed college, it’s only to 

thwart groundless allegations  

of chauvinist bias upon which  

I cannot possibly comment.

rIcHArD jAMES
Merton, 1963

 Thanks for listening to the 

readers who wrote in asking  

for gender equality in your 

magazine. You included a good 

mix of men and women last 

issue and I enjoyed reading 

about the careers of Martha 

Kearney and Bridget Kendall. 

It’s encouraging to read about 

successful female alumni. It was 

also good to see women’s and 

mixed sport discussed as much 

as men’s. Keep up the good work.

SArAH WEATHErHEAD
Merton, 2006

 As an alumna of St Hilda’s 

College, I was interested to see 

the letters dedicated to the poor 

representation of women in the 

Trinity issue of your magazine. 

This made me consider whether 

there is scope for a piece on 

gender representation on UK 

MBA courses. I have just begun 

an MBA at Henley and was struck 

by women making up just 20 per 

cent of the intake. I also believe 

that higher education cuts will 

mean graduates will have to  

fund their first degree before 

undertaking another substantial 

financial commitment – and 

planning a family life.

MArY ZIEGLEr
St Hilda’s, 1989



Oxonian

New Earth Sciences building opens

University and alumni news

The Department of Earth Sciences moved 
into a striking, state-of-the-art, sustainable 
building on 13 October. The building, 
situated midway along the northern side  
of South Parks Road, hosts around 300 
students, researchers, academics and 
administrative staff. It houses laboratories, 
offices, lecture and conference rooms, and  
a library. The entrance features a ‘narrative 
wall’, where several types of stone have been 
laid in horizontal bands in a design reflecting 
the department’s work. 

Toby Christensen, Buildings and Facilities 
Manager, says, “The building is modern and 
contemporary. The whole of the department 
has had input into the look and feel, and the 
architects have really listened to our requests.”

The £38 million building was designed by 
architects Wilkinson Eyre and built by Laing 
O’Rourke, taking just under two years to 
construct. Labs are located on one wing, with 
offices for academics and research students 
opposite. There are two common rooms; one 
on the top floor with a balcony overlooking 
central Oxford. Professor Philip England, 

Professor of Geology, adds, “Behind its 
visually striking facade, the new building 
houses high-tech laboratories, excellent 
teaching facilities and an office wing that has 
been superbly designed to allow  
the scientists to interact with each other.” 

Energy-efficient heating and cooling 
technologies, utilising natural ventilation and 
an ambitious ground source energy system 
(GSES), are estimated to provide between  
30 and 35 per cent of energy requirements. 
Construction itself was designed to be energy 
efficient, with concrete substantially reduced 
and several parts of the building pre-cast 
elsewhere to minimise waste.

The cost of the building has been almost 
covered by generous gifts from alumnus 
Gareth Roberts, who studied geology at the 
Department of Earth Sciences, and the 
Wolfson Foundation, alongside University 
funds. Funding for the building was a priority 
of the ongoing Oxford Thinking Campaign. 

Professor England praises Wilkinson Eyre, 
who facilitated an end result “that allows us  
to carry out our teaching and research in an 

ideal environment”. So ideal, that James  
Dyson has nominated the building in the 
architecture category of the Brit Insurance 
Designs of the Year awards. 

The Department of Earth Sciences is one  
of the top departments in the world and 
explores topics as diverse as the origin and 
evolution of the Solar System and the past 
and future of the global climate. 

Amazing structure redefines South Parks Road

The view of Oxford from the top 
floor common room of the new 

Earth Sciences building
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OED Online was relaunched in December, 10 years 
after its digital debut. For the first time, readers  
have access to the full Historical Thesaurus of the 
OED, originally published in book form in 2009. 
Chief Editor John Simpson explains, “We’ve tried  
to tilt the site more towards the English language 
than towards the dictionary as an end in itself.”  
The result is an awesome historical resource as  
well as a dictionary. 

Search results move from simple lists to 
visualisations and timelines, and can be filtered 
according to large or small categories. For example, 
says Simpson, you can start with a large number  
such as ‘all English words derived from Italian’, 
progressing to the subset ‘all English words derived 
from Italian from the field of music which are first 
recorded in English in the 18th century’. That’s  
167 words, starting with ‘adagio’. “With the new 
website our content is opened up to an extent we 
couldn’t imagine 10 years ago when the OED first 
went online,” says Simpson.

Quarterly updates are featured on the ‘What’s 
New’ section, while there are some superb features, 

ranging from Robert McCrum on PG Wodehouse’s 
use of English (with links into the OED and 
elsewhere); Eleanor Maier on the rise of the  
‘gate’ suffix; a brief overview of the English of the  
Anglo-Saxons by the OED’s Chief Etymologist, Philip 
Durkin, and David Crystal pondering the impact  
of the King James Bible (1611) on the development  
of English. Readers can also sign up to receive  
a ‘Word of the Day’. Subscriptions cost £246 a year, 
but free access is possible using a library card from 
any local library in the UK. Alumni are entitled to a 
20% discount via the Oxford Alumni Card Scheme 
at www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/alumni_card  

OED Online covers over 600,000 words and 1,000 
years of history, citing over 3 million quotations. The 
first print edition in 1884 consisted of 10 volumes.  
By its second edition in 1989, its size had doubled  
to 20 volumes.  www.oed.com

New edition of OED 
Online launches  
An already formidable resource is 
now widely available to the public

Oxford Thinking 
reaches £1 billion

UN uses Oxford 
for poverty report

Donors ‘‘fundamental’’ to oxford’s 
future, says vice-Chancellor Hamilton

University researchers pioneer new 
Multidimensional Poverty Index 

Within two years, Oxford Thinking: The Campaign for the 
University of Oxford has hit £1 billion in donations, 
thanks to the most ambitious fundraising effort  
of any university in Europe. As Oxford faces severe 
government cuts, Vice-Chancellor Professor Andrew 
Hamilton has saluted its alumni’s continued support 
through difficult times: “Our alumni and supporters 
have continued to give. Their generosity is 
fundamental to Oxford’s future at a time when 
government funding is so stretched.” For examples  
of how the campaign is already making a difference, 
view a slideshow of the campaign highlights at 
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk 

The Human Development Report for 2010, commissioned 
by the UN’s Development Programme, has adopted  
a new form of measurement developed at Oxford. 
The Oxford Poverty and Human Development 
Initiative (OPHI) designed the Multidimensional 
Poverty Index (MPI) to assess a range of critical 
factors or “deprivations” – including health, education 
and services – at a household level. Combined with 
existing poverty measures, the MPI gives a better 
representation of the hardships people suffer. “It’s like 
a high-resolution lens which reveals a vivid spectrum 
of challenges facing the poorest households,” said  
Dr Sabina Alkire, director of the OPHI. 
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£1 million giveaway!
Ethics research fellow 
Toby Ord (Balliol, 2003)
has pledged to donate  
£1m of his lifetime 
earnings to charity.  
He gives away £833 of  
his monthly gross income  
of £2,083, with his wife 
Bernadette donating 
earnings above £25,000 
per year. Last year, Ord 
set up charitable society 
Giving What We Can, 
which has amassed  
£13m in pledges so far.  
givingwhatwecan.org

t 

‘Oldest ever winery’ 
in Armenia
Oxford and University of 
California scientists have 
used radiocarbon analysis 
to date an archeological 
find in a cave in Armenia 
to between 4100 BC and 
4000 BC, indicating that 
humans distilled grapes 
during the Copper Age, 
more than 6,000 years 
ago. The late Chalcolithic 
period winery was 
discovered by Armenian, 
US and Irish archeologists. 

≥ 

A* policy
Following the introduction 
of A* grades into A-level 
results last summer, from 
2012 at least one A* will 
be required to take  
15 courses at Oxford, 
including engineering, 
maths and sciences. 
University admissions set 
the policy following 
“extensive discussions”. 
An A* is awarded for a 
result of 90% or more.

notes
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 Chancellor’s Court 
of Benefactors
At the annual meeting of the 

Chancellor’s Court, eight new 

members were admitted in 

recognition of their outstanding  

acts of generosity to the collegiate 

University. The eight were: Mr Martin 

Foley, former General Administrator 

and Technical Director of the Ballet 

Folklorico de Mexico and Artistic 

Director of RCA Mexicana SA;  

Mr Robin Geffen, founder and 

Managing Director of Neptune 

Investment Management;  

Mr Mark Houghton-Berry, Chief 

Executive of Tudor Capital (UK) Ltd; 

Mr Yousef Jameel, international 

leader of enterprise; Dame Jenny 

Abramsky, chair of trustees of the 

Heritage Lottery Fund, as the fund’s 

representative; Dr Paolo Scaroni, 

Chief Executive Officer of Eni,  

as the company’s representative;  

Mr Hugh Sloane, co-founder of  

the Sloane Robinson Foundation,  

as a joint representative for the 

foundation, a position that he  

shares with Mr George Robinson,  

and Mr Alastair Tulloch, partner of 

Tulloch & Co, representing the Hill 

Foundation. In addition, Mr Stephen 

Parish replaced Sir David Lewis as the 

representative for Norton Rose, and 

Mr Mark Anderson replaced Lord 

Stevenson of Coddenham as the 

representative for Pearson plc. 

In September, as part of the 

ceremony to launch the Blavatnik 

School of Government (Europe’s first 

major school of government), 

American industrialist Mr Leonard 

Blavatnik, who gave “one of the most 

generous philanthropic gifts in the 

University’s 900-year history”, was 

awarded membership. Mr Michael 

Moritz and Ms Harriet Heyman were 

admitted to the Court in April 2010,  

in a special ceremony at the 

Americans for Oxford dinner in New 

York during the North American 

Reunion weekend. They were also 

awarded the Sheldon Medal for their 

outstanding philanthropy. 

 Award of the
Sheldon Medal 
At a special ceremony at the 

Ashmolean Museum in November, 

the Vice-Chancellor, Professor 

Andrew Hamilton, awarded Lord  

and Lady Sainsbury of Preston 

Candover with the Sheldon Medal,  

the highest form of recognition for 

philanthropy that the University  

can bestow. 

Lord Sainsbury (Worcester, 1948) 

has a lifelong relationship with 

Oxford, which started when he 

studied modern history as an 

undergraduate. Among their many 

gifts to the collegiate University,  

Lord and Lady Sainsbury have given 

generously through the Linbury  

Trust to Worcester College, the Saïd 

Business School and the Ashmolean 

Museum, providing strategic financial 

support for the museum’s recent 

redevelopment. Lord Sainsbury is  

a patron of Oxford Thinking: The 

Campaign for the University of Oxford 

and a member of the Board of Visitors 

of the Ashmolean Museum, among 

many other roles.

The ceremony marked the fifth  

occasion that the Sheldon Medal  

has been awarded since its inception  

in 2002. Previous recipients of the 

prestigious medal are the late Lord 

Wolfson FBA, Mr Wafic Rida Saïd, Dr 

James Martin, Mr Michael Moritz and 

Ms Harriet Heyman.

 New Year 
Honours
Six Oxford members were recognised 

in the New Year Honours List:

Knighthood

Professor David Butler, Emeritus 

Fellow of Nuffield College, for services 

to political science. 

Professor Rory Collins, Co-director 

of the Clinical Trial Service Unit and 

Epidemiological Studies Unit and 

British Heart Foundation Professor of 

Medicine and Epidemiology, and 

Fellow of Green Templeton College, 

for services to science.

CBE

Professor H Charles Godfray,  

Hope Professor of Entomology and 

Fellow of Jesus College, for services 

to science.  

Dr Christopher Brown, Director of 

the Ashmolean Museum and Fellow  

of Worcester College, for services  

to museums.  

Mark Damazer, Master of St Peter’s 

College, for services to broadcasting. 

OBE

Professor David Mant, Emeritus 

Professor of General Practice and 

Emeritus Fellow of Kellogg College, 

for services to medicine. 

Awards

The Vice-Chancellor 
(left) presents Lord and 
Lady Sainsbury with the 

Sheldon Medal 

University & alumni news

Saïd’s new Dean
The fourth dean of Saïd 
Business School, from 
July, will be Peter Tufano, 
Sylvan C Coleman 
Professor of Financial 
Management at Harvard 
Business School. He takes 
over from Colin Mayer, 
who steps down after five 
years. Tufano believes 
Saïd has “all sorts of 
exciting potential”, 
particularly in light of 
other developments in 
the University, such as the 
forthcoming Blavatnik 
School of Government 
and the University’s new 
master’s degree in law 
and finance. 

t 

Solar breakthrough
Working with Oxford 
Photovoltaics, a firm 
formed in partnership 
with the University, 
Oxford academics have 
helped produce a 
breakthrough in solar 
technology, replacing 
liquid electrolytes  
with solid organic 
semiconductors to 
produce solar cells that 
are easily incorporated 
into glazing panels and 
walls. The cells can be 
made from abundant  
and inexpensive 
materials, also non-toxic 
and non-corrosive, and 
can be printed onto glass. 
Crucially, the low cost  
will make the cells 
competitive with the 
unsubsidised cost of 
electricity currently 
generated from fossil 
fuels. “One of the great 
advantages is that we  
can process it over large 
areas very easily,” says 
Research Councils UK 
Fellow Dr Henry Snaith. 
“You don’t have to worry 
about extensive sealing.”

Recognition for accomplishment and philanthropy

notes
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There’s a drive underway to understand the challenges 
the world will face if and when global temperatures rise 
by four degrees or more. Mark New from the School of 
Geography and the Environment recently edited a 
themed issue of Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society on this topic, published on the first day of the 
international climate conference at Cancún, Mexico. 

The articles range from climate forecasts to the 
question of if and how a catastrophic temperature rise 
can be averted, and how it may affect specific areas such 
as population displacement, agriculture, water 
availability and forests. Tropical forests are likely to 
shrink in many areas, including the Amazon, Central 

Four degrees and beyond 
Oxford scientists are at the forefront of climate change research

Towards the 1000th human genome
Rapid advances in DNA-sequencing 

technology and fall in costs have 

opened up the possibility of 

answering medical questions  

by decoding complete genomes  

of individuals. One large project, 

involving Oxford’s Wellcome Trust 

Centre for Human Genetics, aims  

at sequencing 1,000 genomes by 

2012. It reached an important 

milestone in October, with the 

publication of the report on the 

project pilot phase in Nature. 

The international consortium has 

studied populations with European, 

west African and east Asian  

ancestry. The project’s nine centres 

sequenced complete genomes for 

179 people and protein-coding genes 

for 697 people. Each region was 

sequenced several times, so more 

than 4.5 trillion base letters of DNA 

had to be collected.

The pilot phase has identified many 

thousands of genetic variants that 

were previously unknown. By project 

completion in 2012, researchers hope 

to have gained deeper insights into 

genetic causes of common diseases 

including heart disease and cancer. 

Science findings Edited by Michael Gross

America, and parts of Africa, warns Przemyslaw 
Zelazowski from the Environmental Change Institute, 
but some areas, such as the Congo Basin, may also see 
expansion of forests (see also Ghost Forest, page 28). 

Overall, the experts conclude that a “four degrees 
world” may become significantly more challenging  
than one subject to a warming of two degrees –  
the limit cited in the Copenhagen Accord, which 
appears increasingly elusive. More research and better 
information-flow between scientists and policy makers 
are needed, the authors conclude, in order to prevent 
politicians from becoming “paralysed” by the sheer 
size of the challenges ahead. 

 Projecting the global impact of a four-degree increase in climate 
temperature and how genome mapping could help fight disease 

Unadorned 
Neanderthals?
A study led by Oxford 
researchers has cast 
doubt on claims that 
Neanderthals crafted 
tools and jewellery. 
Thomas Higham of the 
Radiocarbon Accelerator 
Unit showed that dates 
from 59 Neanderthal 
remains from six key 
archaeological levels  
of the Grotte du Renne  
site – where they also 
found bone and ivory 
jewellery – were  
outside the expected 
range, suggesting  
the layers may have  
been disturbed.  

≥ 

Radio(active) tubes
In a possible advance  
in cancer treatment, 
Oxford chemists have 
encased radioactive 
isotopes in carbon 
nanotubes (rolled-up 
layers of graphite) that 
yield unprecedented 
density in isotope 
packing. Combined  
with the attachment of 
sugar-like molecules to 
the tube exterior, which 
improves the targeting 
of radioactivity – by  
Ben Davis and the 
Chemistry Department 
– this could  
dramatically reduce 
radiotherapy side 
effects. Next are  
clinical human trials.

Water availability will 
fluctuate dramatically if 
the global temperature 

rises by four degrees
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Martin randall travel

In the eagerness to gaze
upon cultural riches wherever

they may lie in the world, it is easy
to overlook the treasures piled up
on our doorstep.

The North East of England is a case in
point – a glittering hoard of architectural,
historical and natural gems, not all of
them as widely appreciated as they
should be. We explore part of this area in
our Northumbria tour.

From the time of Imperial rome
onwards, frequent raids from the
north left theirmarkon thedistrict,
and to this day castles outnumber
country houses. We visit alnwick,
Bamburgh, Dunstanburgh and
Warkworth Castles.

Relatively unfortified residences include
Vanbrugh’s SeatonDelaval, the startlingly
austere Belsay Hall and Norman Shaw’s
remarkable monument to late-Victorian
technology and taste, Cragside.

(Wealsovisithadrian’sWall,but it is
a small part of the programme.
however, there is another tour
dedicated to this extraordinary
construction, combining walks in
some of england’s most magnificent
scenery with an in-depth look at the
archaeologyandhistoryof theWall.)

If castles loom large in your list of
interests, then we have an unparallelled
mediaeval collection on view in our
Snowdonia and Anglesey tour. Or if

you’re more at home with country houses,
then we have two different tours devoted
to the Great Houses of England.

While for a mixture of house,
garden and countryside, may we
point you in the direction of our
Cornwall,Cotswolds, southDowns
and Welsh Marches tours?

Returning to the North of England once
more, The Victorian Achievement
concentrates on the social history,
industrial archaeology, architecture and
art of the 19th century, that far-off period
when Great Britain led the world in trade,
industry and ideas.

as with all our holidays, you will be

led, informed and entertained by
renowned experts on the subject.

One recent participant commented thus:
‘Another superb tour – and, surprising to
me, of a level of interest and quality
equalling the tours of Spain and Italy.’

If you’d like to know more about
our small group tours – we now
have nearly 200 to choose from,
with 25 of them based in the UK –
please ask for our brochure by
calling 020 8742 3355, or visit
martinrandall.com

Where, if you prefer your Northumbria
with a silent ‘North’, you’ll also find details
of our Heart of Italy tour.

iF YOU’ve alWaYS
aSSOCiated US WitH
PlaCeS liKe UMBria,
Here’S a SUrPriSe .
nOrtHUMBria.
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Warkworth Castle, wood engraving from ‘The Saturday Magazine’ 1833 (adapted).
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 Oxford Alumni Weekend, 
16–18 September 2011

Our fifth Oxford Alumni Weekend, 
Meeting Minds – 21st Century 
Challenges, will take place on 16–18 
September 2011. Once again, our 
packed programme will feature  
a wealth of topics and high-profile 
speakers from across the academic 
and alumni community. Whether 
they’re working in individual 
departments or interdisciplinary 
schools and centres, Oxford 
academics are at the forefront of 
research on some of this century’s 
most pressing concerns, from 
climate change to the future of  
the internet. Similarly, many of 
Oxford’s alumni work in areas 
where they are making a direct 
contribution to addressing these 
issues, from government agencies to 
science and technology firms. Join 
the Alumni Weekend mailing list  
to be kept informed of highlights.  
www.alumniweekend.ox.ac.uk 
 

 Oxford European Reunion 
6–8 May 2011, Paris

Booking is now open for our 
biennial Oxford European 

Reunion, to be held in Paris.  
With a welcome reception in the 
Sorbonne and academic sessions 
from top Oxford professors in 
unique surroundings, this will be 
an event to remember. Booking 
closes 6 April. www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/

european_reunion 

 Alumni Travel Programme

We are pleased to welcome  
Steppes Travel as an official tour 
partner in our Alumni Travel 
Programme. Among the new 
itineraries they have developed for 
us is a trip to Easter Island, following 
in the footsteps of Katherine 
Routledge (Somerville, 1895),  
the first woman archaeologist in  
the Pacific and the first to initiate  
a true survey of Easter Island.   
Our trip scholar, Dr Jo Anne Van 
Tilburg, is the world’s foremost 
expert on the Easter Island statues 
and Routledge’s biographer.
www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/travel 

 Save a copy, save a tree!

In the spirit of protecting the 
environment, we’re trying to reduce 
our carbon footprint by printing 

fewer copies of the magazine.  
So spouses or partners who were 
both at Oxford will now be sent 
only one magazine between them. 
If you are an Oxford couple 
currently in receipt of two copies  
of Oxford Today and would be happy 
to receive just one, please complete 
and return the update form on the 
reverse of the cover sheet or contact 
the University Database Team 
directly on database@devoff.ox.
ac.uk and help us to salve our 
collective conscience.

 Oxford Alumni Card update

The Oxford Alumni Card offers  
a growing number of benefits, 
redeemable in Oxford and beyond. 
Recent new additions to the  
scheme include: 

•	Manches	LLP
•	Pitmans	Solicitors
•	Susanne	Schulz-Falster	 
 Rare Books

For	further	details	of	these	
discounts and a full listing of  
all Alumni Card partners, please  
visit: www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/

alumni_card 

Alumni news and events
iTunes U
Lectures,	seminars	and	
conferences can be 
accessed for free from 
iTunes	U.	Find	out	
more at http://itunes.

ox.ac.uk. Oxford talks 
consistently feature  
in the iTunes U top 
downloads, including:

•	 The	Nature	of		 	
 Argument  
	 by	Marianne	Talbot
•	 Introduction	to		 	
	 Quantum	Mechanics  
 by James Binney
•	 Building	a	Business:		
 Managing Teams  
 by Tim Cook

Simply go to iTunes U> 

Top downloads. Content 
is offered as a series 
that you can subscribe 
to and be notified when 
a new talk is available. 
Choose by department, 
centre, or conference: 
for example, The Oxford 
Climate Forum, the  
UK’s first student 
conference to respond 
to the Copenhagen 
Climate talks.

Interviews	with	Oxonians 
is a series of talks with 
top Oxford academics, 
including Nick Bostrom 
(Director,	Future	of	
Humanity Institute, 
below) on Global 
Catastrophic	Risk, 
Desmond King 
(Professor of American 
Government) on 
Obama’s First 100 Days 
and Irene Tracey 
(Director, Oxford 
Centre	for	Functional	
MRI	of	the	Brain)	 
on FMRI	and	Pain. 

  enquiries@alumni.ox.ac.uk
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After an energetic day of children’s sports in Wadham 

College gardens, one particularly boisterous 10-year-old boy 

pauses to savour his surroundings. “I like this place – I might 

put in an application,” he says to the student volunteers 

running Kids’ Adventure. The project aims to give one-to-one 

attention to youngsters aged 7–13 referred by Oxford council 

social services – plus the chance to try activities like rock 

climbing, bowling or arts and crafts. “Even the naughty ones 

said they couldn’t wait until next time,” says Alice Thornton, 

(Hertford, 2008), who clocked up an impressive 100 hours 

of volunteering during her second year studying History. 

Kids’ Adventure is just one of more than 20 community 

projects supported by Oxford Hub, the student-run 

organisation connecting student volunteers with local, 

national and international groups. Since its foundation in 

2007, Oxford Hub has enjoyed phenomenal success, last 

year placing 800 students in local community projects as 

varied as street cleaning, companionship for old people and 

redistributing surplus supermarket food. There are also 25 

international affiliated student groups working with charities 

like Oxfam, UNICEF and Amnesty International.

There’s been a huge demand to expand the most 

successful projects – particularly helping tutor local school 

children – and this summer will see Oxford Hub moving to 

new central-Oxford premises, the first building dedicated  

to student community volunteering work in Britain. The 

four-storey Georgian townhouse in Turl Street will house  

a café, a library and meeting 

rooms, as well as a drop-in 

centre where students and 

locals can find out more about 

Oxford Hub’s work, all funded by  

a mixture of corporate sponsorship, 

charitable donations and student fundraisers.

“We’re here to help more students get involved in 

volunteering in whatever capacity,” says Adam O’Boyle  

(St John’s, 2005), who took a year out of studying 

economics and history to found the organisation. The simple 

but effective model proved so popular that four other 

universities – Bristol, Cambridge, Southampton and Oxford 

Brookes – set up their own hubs, now administered by the 

umbrella organisation Student Hubs, with O’ Boyle as 

executive director. There’s even an affiliated hub in Sydney, 

Australia. “Students have a great passion to make a 

difference but often don’t know how to go about it,” says 

O’Boyle. “We give advice, training and back-up to help them.”

The value of student volunteering was recognised by 

Vice-Chancellor Andrew Hamilton, who presents Civic 

Awards annually to six students for outstanding charitable 

work, the “equivalent of an Oxford Blue in sport”. One of the 

winners at last year’s inaugural awards was Carys Roberts 

(University, 2008), who started Maths Plus, where students 

give an hour a week to local schoolchildren struggling with 

maths. Last summer, more than 20 children achieved better 

GCSE grades than predicted. “This is a really practical way to 

make a difference and dispel the notion that Oxford students 

are more privileged than the rest of the world,” says Roberts.

Looking to the future, Oxford Hub’s aims are as simple as 

they are bold: “We hope that every student will see 

volunteering as an integral part of university life, alongside 

lectures, tutorials, sport and socialising,” says O’Boyle. 

Heart of the Hub
Oxford Hub is really making a difference in 
local communities, reports Judith Keeling

Oxford Hub – co-founded 
by Adam Grodecki 
(above) – operates more 
than 20 projects that 
allow Oxford student 
volunteers to help the 
local community

Student Hubs executive 
director and Oxford 
Hub co-founder Adam 
O’Boyle in front of 
Oxford Hub’s new  
Turl Street home
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Oxford Hub

Student spotlight

To find out more 
about Oxford Hub’s 
and Student Hubs’ 

charitable activities, 
visit: www.oxfordhub.

org or www.
studenthubs.org
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www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/travel

TRAVEL PROGRAMME

Exclusive academic tours
to every corner of the globe

THE MYSTERIES OF PERSIA
1-15 October 2011
Trip scholar: Bruce Wannell, (Oriel), lecturer
on Persian and Islamic history and culture

Distant Horizons +44(0)151 6253425

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS AND ECUADOR:
ZOOLOGY, ORNITHOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
24 NOVEMBER-6 DECEMBER 2011
Trip scholar: Ben Sheldon, Professor of Field
Ornithology, Director of the Edward Gray
Institution, Oxford
Temple World: +44 (0) 20 89404114

BEETHOVEN IN BONN
8-14 SEPTEMBER 2011
Trip scholar: Professor John Deathridge,
(Lincoln), Immediate Past President of the Royal
Musical Association

ACE +44 (0)1223 835055

NAMIBIA: TRACKING DESERT ELEPHANT AND
BIG GAME IN AFRICA’S MOUNTAIN DESERTS
13-24 SEPTEMBER 2011
Trip scholar: Dr David Price Williams FRGS
Temple World: +44 (0) 20 89404114

MOROCCO’S IMPERIAL CITIES: ISLAMIC ART
AND ARCHITECTURE AND ROMAN NORTH
AFRICA
15-26 OCTOBER 2011
Trip scholar: Professor James Allan, Lecturer in
Islamic Art and Archaeology, Oriental Institute,
Oxford
Temple World: +44 (0) 20 89404114

BEST OF BORNEO– SABAH AND SARAWAK:
ORANGUTANS, ORCHIDS ANDHEADHUNTER
TRIBES
23 JULY-4 AUGUST 2011
Trip scholar:DrWilliam Foster, Senior Zoology
Lecturer, Cambridge
Temple World: +44 (0) 20 89404114

MAGICAL MADAGASCAR: ZOOLOGY AND
BOTANY OF A GONDWANALAND ISLAND
28 AUGUST-13 SEPTEMBER 2011
Trip scholar: Ben Sheldon, Professor of Field
Ornithology, Director of the Edward Gray
Institution, Oxford
Temple World: +44 (0) 20 89404114

AMONG STONE GIANTS: EASTER ISLAND IN
THE FOOTSTEPS OF KATHERINE ROUTLEDGE
18-30 OCTOBER 2011
Trip scholar: Dr Jo Anne Van Tilburg, FRGS,
Director of the Easter Island Statue Project
Steppes Travel: +44 (0)1285 880980

THE SHRINES AND PALACES OF
NORTH INDIA
16 SEPTEMBER-2 OCTOBER 2011
Trip scholar: Dr Maria Misra, University
Lecturer and Fellow of Keble College

Distant Horizons +44(0)151 6253425
For further details about these trips and more see:
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18/19 Cameron goes Green; Arabian hip hop; waltzing to glory

Stephen Green
Exeter 1966

“It’s a huge honour,” said Stephen Green 
on his recent appointment as Minister 
for Trade and Investment, with a seat  
in the House of Lords.

It starts a further act in a long career 
in both private and public service, 
straddling the Department for Business 
and the Foreign Office and reflecting 
the current importance placed on strong 
international relationships to help open 
new trade links, promote UK business 
and attract inward investment.

Green counts his time at Oxford –  
he began reading modern languages 
before switching to PPE – as one of  
his great formative experiences. When 
he graduated in 1969, he wanted to  
work in developing countries and he 
subsequently joined the Ministry of 
Overseas Development, now DFID. The 
irony (not lost on Green) is that he 

became a “Whitehall warrior” instead of 
living in the developing world. 

After a five-year stint with management 
consultants McKinsey and Company, 
Green was headhunted to join HSBC in 
1982, rising to the very top in a 28-year 
career and only stepping down as Group 
Chairman in December of 2010. 

So he has first-hand experience of the 
inter-connectedness of governments and 
financial giants, but is clear that some 
recent behaviour has been unacceptable. 
But he also says there has been a serious 
effort to “learn the lessons”. 

Green is highly unusual in also being 
an ordained Anglican priest. For him, 
there should be no conflict between 
being a banker and a priest, and he  
says that his religious beliefs give him  
a balanced view of what is important. 

Today, his career and track record give 
him every chance of succeeding in what 
David Cameron calls “a vital role” for 
government and country. 

Baron Green  
of Hurstpierpoint, 
aka Stephen Green

Are you down 
with Zuby? 
Nzube O. 
Udezne 

St Edmund Hall 2004

There can’t be many 
Saudi-bred, Oxford-educated UK hip hop artists 
– Nzube Udezne, better known as Zuby,  
is unique. Although his music takes him all 
over the UK and to the US, Germany and Saudi 
Arabia, Zuby admits that, “Oxford is home. It’s 
where it started.” Before coming to Oxford,  
he lived in Saudi Arabia for 19 years, flying  
back and forth to the UK. This gave him the 
wider perspective reflected in his lyrics. 

He released his first recording, Commercial 
Underground, at Oxford. Since graduating in 2007, 
he’s used every means of getting his music and 
performances across to his fans – from YouTube 
and Facebook to online videos and gigs. His 
name, music and flair for self-publicity soon 
caught on, with the 2008 release of The Unknown 
Celebrity. In particular, his catchphrase “I’m down 
with Zuby, are you?” has spawned hundreds of 
T-shirts. He enjoyed his time at Oxford, but what 
he loves more than anything else is performing 
hip hop.  www.zubymusic.com

Self-made  
DIY Shed 
Sheridan Simove 

Balliol 1989

Sheridan ‘Shed’ Simove  
is a self-styled author, 

performer and entrepreneur. “Ideas are staring 
you in the face!” is his mantra.

Shed found studying experimental psychology 
at Oxford “a challenge and a shock”, but it taught 
him that success comes from understanding 
people. He took this philosophy to Disney World 
in Florida, where he spent two revelatory years – 
the attention to detail, focus on the entertainment 
factor and the idea that “if you can dream it, you 
can do it” changed his life. Returning to the UK, 
Shed was soon working on The Big Breakfast and 
later became a producer on Big Brother. It was a 
natural progression to set up his own production 
company, but an attempt at an undercover film  
in a Warminster high school ended badly.

A novelty gifts business came next, including 
selling his own currency – the ego (Shed claims it 
has a better sterling exchange rate than the 
euro). But behind all the zany ideas is Shed’s 
belief that innovation and creativity are the new 
power – success is all about having a go. And Shed 
will certainly have a go.  www.shedsimove.com

Oxonians at large
Alastair Lack meets a twinkle-toed TV presenter, 
a human ‘Shed’ and the new Minister for Trade
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Banker, priest, government 
minister, peer
The former HSBc boss joins david cameron’s coalition 
government as Minister for Trade and investment



Chris Hollins and Ola 
Jordan celebrate their 
2009 Strictly Come 
Dancing victory

Chris Hollins
Keble 1993

Eighteen months on, and Chris 
Hollins (Keble, 1993) is arguably still 
more famous as the 2009 winner of 
Strictly Come Dancing than as a 
television presenter. 

“Not a day goes by without my 
being stopped in the street and 
asked about Strictly Come 
Dancing,” he says. 

Chris – son of England footballer 
John Hollins – was a double-blue  
for football and cricket and scored 
his maiden hundred in the 1994 
Varsity match at Lord’s. He feels 
that Oxford gave him “the 

confidence to do something 
different”, which has paid off in a 
varied media career, so far mainly 
about sport but increasingly about 
other subjects, such as consumer  
issues in BBC1’s Watchdog.

And if his television career  
were to end (which seems highly 
unlikely), Chris would probably  
go into teaching, helped by a  
degree and a special diploma  
in social sciences, a winning 
personality and the memory  
of a very happy childhood.

Meanwhile, Chris has taken to the 
golf course – so golfers beware the 
ability and determination of the  
non-dancer who won Strictly! 

All that glitters...

The Marian Consort
Rory McCleery
St Peter’s 2005

Gwen Martin
Worcester 2003

Taking its name from the Blessed Virgin Mary,  
a popular focus of religious devotion in the sacred 
music of all ages, The Marian Consort was formed  
at Oxford in 2007. The aim is to explore and sing  
the vocal repertory of the Renaissance and Baroque. 
Founder/director Rory McCleery first discovered  
his passion for these periods while studying music  
at Oxford: “The music is informed by academic 
research and insight,” he says. It’s not just that  
he’s studying for a DPhil on French Renaissance 
composer Jean Mouton, it’s also the excitement  
of discovering and transforming little-known  
pieces of music into living performances.

The Marian Consort has also begun to  
explore contemporary choral music, following  
the commissioning of a new work for the group  
by the Conwy Classical Music Festival in North 
Wales. This piece, a setting of the Marian text ‘Alma 
Redemptoris Mater’ by composer Cecilia McDowall, 
was premiered by The Marian Consort alongside 
music by Poulenc and other moderns.

The group consists of a core of singers, most of 
whom were at Oxford with Rory and many of whom 
have gone on to study at the London conservatoires. 
They normally perform one to a part, depending  
on the repertoire. As Gwen Martin, fellow Oxonian 
and soprano says, “One person per part is very 
challenging! You have to go with your gut feeling  
as to how it will sound – it was long ago and we’ll 
never really know, so you have to try things out.” 
Rory and Gwen also continue to gain valuable 
experience with the Monteverdi Choir, under  
Sir John Eliot Gardiner.

The transition from a group of like-minded 
student singers to a professional group performing 
concerts, commissioning new pieces and recording  
a debut CD – of Marian devotional music from 
Renaissance Spain released on Delphian records in 
January 2011 – takes time. But The Marian Consort, 
judging by the rave reviews when they perform, is 
well on course.  www.marianconsort.co.uk

We welcome 
suggestions from 
alumni for these 

pages. Please send 
details to the  

Editor at oxford.
today@admin. 

ox.ac.uk 

one quick step from oxford to Strictly
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 age of
uncertainty
Oxford faces major funding issues, reports Peter Snow

 it could be the 1960s all over again: university 
demos and sit-ins, dons divided in their opinions. 
on 24 november, several score protestors – many  
of them schoolchildren – occupied the radcliffe 

camera overnight. Many oxford students, it should be 
added, condemned the action as an unwelcome 
disruption to their studies. 

at issue is how a greater part of university education 
costs will – as recommended by lord browne’s review  
of Higher education funding and Student finance 
(voted through both houses of parliament late last year) 
– fall more directly on students’ shoulders. also at stake is 
whether, as the government claims, this more responsive 
market model will provide students with greater choice.

the 40 per cent cut to university non-research grants, 
announced in the comprehensive Spending review, will 
be offset by increased tuition fees per student in england 
of up to £9,000 “in exceptional circumstances”, subject  
to conditions encouraging wider access. loans will  
be available to cover the fees, which students will only 
begin to repay once their salaries reach £21,000. as to 
science and research, the government has announced  
it will ring-fence previous spending, although inflation  
is predicted to impose a real cut of 9 per cent.

“almost unanimously, students and academics think 
the cuts to teaching grants are a bad idea,” claims david 
barclay, President of oxford university Student union 
(ouSu). bitterly opposed to the market approach, 
barclay believes it will reinforce oxford’s elitist image, 
which the university and ouSu have fought so hard  
to dispel. citing oecd figures showing that the uK 
invests less in higher education as a proportion of gdP 
than other developed economies, barclay adds: “the  
cuts don’t make economic or ideological sense. as a 
country we punch so far above our weight it’s madness  
to reduce that capacity.” 

ouSu backed a progressive graduate tax, whose 
proceeds would be allocated to the higher education 
budget (a view at odds with the university’s submission  
to browne, which argued in favour of raising fees in 
stages, with strict conditions and in a context of continued 
significant public funding). controversially, in order to 
release funds immediately for universities, it proposed  
a tax on all existing graduates – something of a smack in 
the face for the protesting boomer students of yesteryear. 
today’s students’ gripe is that the new fees are being 
imposed by a generation that got its education free.

How representative are ouSu’s views? Magdalen’s 
President, david clary, believes student reactions are 

mixed: “Some are very concerned. others who have 
looked at the detail can see the rationale.” 

dons have also reacted variously. Writing in Oxford 
Magazine, Peter oppenheimer hailed an opportunity  
to shake off government control and join other top 
institutions in an “english ivy league”. He argues that, 
without endangering government support for science, 
oxford could charge up to £20,000, enabling student 
financial support akin to the american model. 
independence, however, appears to be only part of 
oppenheimer’s agenda. He welcomes a withdrawal to  
a smaller, more traditional oxford, protecting its core 
undergraduate strengths. He recognises the danger  
of overmighty gift-givers, whose support is actually the 
“trojan horse or poisoned chalice” of furthering what  
he regards as a fringe area of research or teaching. 

tim Horder, editor of Oxford Magazine, while in  
no doubt “that we have to plan for a root-and-branch  
re-think of how we are to survive as a university” claims 
“privatisation” won’t work. fearing that higher fees will  
further hit “the squeezed middle” among future oxford 
earners, he argues above all that oxford must resist the 
“pernicious and potentially divisive” impact on the 
humanities and social sciences.

interviewed in her St giles office, a subdued Professor 
Sally Shuttleworth, Head of the Humanities division, 
catalogued the cumulative damage already suffered by 
her division. Successive cuts have slashed funding by  
34 per cent, leaving it to cope with annual cuts of  
£2.3 million. Many posts have been frozen or lost. She 
fears for the future of european language teaching, 

the browne review

Vice-Chancellor Andrew 
Hamilton wants to 
preserve Oxford’s 

standards of  
tutorial excellence 
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What lies over the horizon? 
Oxford must re-examine 

its funding model in light of 
the Browne Review
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professor sally shuttleworth 
(above), head of the 
humanities Division, has 
already felt the painful 
squeeze of the higher 
education funding cuts

which is not a government priority. yet even more  
fundamentally, Shuttleworth deplores what she sees as a 
government’s attitude to humanities based on “a narrow 
definition of impact and short-term economic utility”. 

oxford’s Vice-chancellor, andrew Hamilton, who took 
up his post last year after serving as Provost at yale, has a 
sharp sense of how the university’s balance of strengths 
and vulnerabilities stacks up against its international 
competitors. What drew him here, he says, was 
“something irresistible: an utter commitment to 
excellence in everything. that attracted me and is,  
more than any other concern, what i seek to preserve. 
one of my greatest worries in this process is that we don’t 
forget that oxford is a world university, whose principal 
competitor isn’t just cambridge but also Harvard, 
Princeton, yale and chicago.” He believes oxford has 
performed “a minor miracle” in sustaining its tutorial 
system, despite heavy teaching loads compared to top 
american universities and a relatively small endowment, 
by cross-subsidising subjects and digging into reserves. 
Sharing Shuttleworth’s concerns, he comments that  
“it’s ironic and distressing that many of the principal 
actors in the previous and current governments are 
oxford humanities and social science graduates. We are 
world-leading in those fields and we are not about to 
withdraw in any way from these essential academic areas.” 

High on the Vc’s agenda is preserving the tutorial 
system. although not an alumnus, he is among the 
tutorial’s stoutest defenders: “yes, it’s expensive but it’s 
vital. from the day of the interview, when a subject tutor 
decides to admit a student, the student’s intellectual 
development is overseen in a highly intensive and 
personalised way. in the tutorial there is nowhere  
to hide; its impact is not restricted to one hour. there are 
the many, many hours spent in preparation. that leads  
to the development of the intellectual self-confidence we 
believe is a key attribute of an oxford undergraduate.”

the issue has two sides at oxford. the first, inward side 
is how the university pays for undergraduate education. 
although it’s a myth that an oxford education is more 
expensive to the student, it’s not cheap to the provider. 
teaching an undergraduate costs over £16,000 per year 
on average, £3,900 currently from the government 

teaching grant. even supplemented by the £3,300 tuition 
fee, this leaves a shortfall of over £8,000 that the university 
makes up via philanthropy, endowments and research 
funds that should rightfully be applied elsewhere. under 
the new dispensation, oxford needs to raise fees to £7,200 
just to maintain current spending – even the highest 
tuition fee of £9,000 would still leave a £7,000 shortfall.

the second, outward side concerns access. current 
annual costs for the average undergraduate, including 
loan debt, are about £10,000 – a figure that would rise  
to some £16,000 if tuition fees increased to £9,000. even 
accepting that most of the repayment would be deferred, 
would this level of incurred debt put prospective students 
off? the evidence is mixed. the introduction of tuition 
fees had no deterrent effect: the office for fair access 
(offa) found no impact on intake socially, and 
applications have since risen by a factor of three. one  
in seven oxford students pays their fees upfront without 
recourse to loans. even less well-off students who get the 
government maintenance grant also generally take out 
maintenance loans, which suggests an unsuspected 
willingness to shoulder additional debt. there may be  
an element of sheer pragmatism – it’s been calculated  
that graduates increase their lifetime earnings by some 
£150,000 by attending university, a figure substantially 
higher in the case of oxford alumni. 

the big question is: is there a point on the rising fees 
curve where deserving prospective students fall away?  
a Sutton trust survey indicated that fees above £7,000 
would be a serious block for many potential candidates.

the issue is as much about perception as reality – the 
perception of who could and should apply to oxford but 
can’t or won’t. “one thing i would like to get across,” says 
the Vc, “is that i personally – and oxford as an institution 
– are committed to a ‘needs-blind’ admissions system 
whereby no student with the academic achievement and 
ability is prevented from coming here because of financial 
difficulties.” He notes that “we feel our admissions should 
be based on academic ability alone and don’t see our role 
in social engineering or hard quotas for students of any 
kind,” and adds: “as a university, we aspire to be the best 
and to attract the most talented students whoever and 
wherever they are. financial barriers to them are also 
barriers to our own aspirations and ambitions.  
if we are going to charge more, we need to help more.”

For a student coming from a family with the average annual UK household
income of £54,000, and charged the maximum proposed tuition fee of £9,000.

the browne review

teaching an 
undergrad 
costs over 
£16,000  
per year...

The average annual undergraduate debt burden, including loans

Currently     
     Tuition                       £3,300                  £3,300                                                              £3,300
     Living                       £6,900                  £3,600                       £3,300                      £6,900
     Total                                                                   £10,200

In future?     
     Tuition                          £9,000                  £9,000 £9,000
     Living                       £6,900                  £3,600                       £3,300                      £6,900
     Total                    £15,900

Costs Available
loans

Immediate
living expenses 

shortfall

Total
annual
debt



students of all ages, from 
schools and colleges all  
over the country, took to  
the london streets on  
30 november 2010   
protesting against the 
introduction of increased 
university tuition fees
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“customers” seem satisfied: 94 per cent of polled 
graduates would come here again if given the choice. 
ouSu’s david barclay agrees, contrasting the 
“transactions” he associates with a market approach with 
his own rich educational experience at oxford: “i hugely 
value the tutorial system. it’s the best system of humanities 
teaching yet devised. there is unprecedented interaction, 
with the student co-producing his or her own education.”

the quality of this experience may be the key to help 
undo oxford’s difficulties. although far short of the  
50 per cent of uS alumni who support their universities,  
a higher proportion of oxford alumni – 14 per cent, 
rising to 30 per cent in certain colleges – donate to their 
alma mater than from any other uK university. this 
reflects not only the dogged professionalism of oxford’s 
fundraisers but also the powerful bonds forged between 
student, tutor and college. development director Sue 
cunningham is struck by their strength: “alumni,” she 
says, “look back on oxford as a life-changing experience.”

oxford’s current fundraising campaign, oxford 
thinking, has been wildly successful, amassing £1 billion 
towards its minimum £1.25 billion target. but “in a 
changed financial landscape,” says the Vc, there is need 
to “re-calibrate” the campaign with greater focus on 
student support. ouSu’s President joins the calls for a 
re-orientation: “the heart of the narrative of oxford 
fundraising shouldn’t just be ‘shiny new buildings’,” says 
barclay, “but students, and that our whole system is under 
threat. if we have to rely on alumni to keep going we 
should say so. it would give alumni a huge sense of worth.”

in preparing this piece i visited two very different 
colleges: Magdalen – old, rich and famous – and Harris 
Manchester – one of oxford’s very newest and smallest 
colleges, whose goal is to give mature students “a second 
chance in life”. despite their differences, the same 
imperative emerged: to build funds for student support. 
Magdalen has raised some £8 million and currently 
extends support to a quarter of its 400 undergraduates. 
Harris Manchester has laboriously assembled a portfolio 
of student bursaries from various sources. Principal ralph 
Waller says his priority over the next five years will be to 
ensure that “no deserving mature student is ever turned 
away from oxford’s doors on financial grounds”.

the Vc is in no doubt of the scale of the challenge: 
“Wherever i’ve gone, oxford needs no introduction. it’s  
‘a global brand’ – perhaps the top global brand in higher 
education. but a brand is nothing without quality content. 
uK higher education is ‘up in the air’ but one thing that 
isn’t is oxford’s commitment to remaining a global centre 
of outstanding teaching and research. We are stewards  
of a great history and we must bequeath a great future.”

dr Waller was resolute: “i am more optimistic now than 
when i started 22 years ago. there will be difficulties – but 
look around: what a world of opportunity we enjoy 
compared to previous generations.” as he spoke in the 
college chapel, the sun illuminated the inscription in one 
of the panes behind him: “it is more blessed to give than 
to receive.” Message received, i felt. 

generous support is already available through oxford’s 
opportunity bursary Scheme, which provides £3,225 
annually to the poorest students, plus a start-up  
payment of £875. overall, the university provides more 
than £10 million for student bursaries and outreach –  
£6.5 million of it taken out of the £20 million additional 
income it currently receives from tuition fees – oxford 
being the only top university to allocate so high a 
proportion of its fee income in this way. already, 30 per 
cent of oxford’s undergraduates receive bursaries, 
excluding those provided by colleges. Sceptics, however, 
doubt whether money alone will crack the access 
problems: its roots – in terms of perception and 
attainment – lie at a deeper, earlier level in schools.

it’s not just undergraduates who could be hit by higher 
fees. Postgraduates too could suffer knock-on effects.  
two interconnected developments have transformed 
oxford in recent decades: internationalisation and 
“graduate-isation”. currently 43 per cent of oxford 
students are working at postgraduate level and last year 
nearly half of its undergraduates went on to further study. 
foreign students are a particularly strong presence at 
postgraduate level – 61 per cent of the total – but even the 
undergraduate level is rising. last year saw international 
undergraduate applications jump by a fifth. 

Will a cash-strapped oxford provide enough support to 
attract the best international postgraduate applicants? or 
– coming at it from a narrower national angle – will uK 
undergraduates, burdened by additional tuition-fee debt, 
continue to commit to graduate study? could oxford end 
up, as Professor Shuttleworth fears, almost exclusively a 
foreign student provider in certain postgraduate areas? 
Professor Hamilton would like to achieve the difficult 
balance of attracting the best postgraduates globally  
“but without detriment to the uK. the one comfort,”  
he adds, “is that there hasn’t been any correlation in the 
uS between high tuition fees and students going on to 
postgraduate study. but the uS is a different country  
and the experiment hasn’t been tried here.”

the government wants students to get more visible 
value for money in return for higher fees. but oxford’s 

  
for more on how applying and 
studying at oxford will be affected, visit 
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk/studentfundingm
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even the 
highest 
tuition fee  
of £9,000 
would still 
leave a  
£7,000 
shortfall



Behind Enemy Lines by 
Tommy Macpherson  
with Richard Bath 

 bluff, guile  
And SwAgger
Real World War Two hero and Trinity graduate Sir Tommy Macpherson talks to  
John Garth about how he used his wits – and kilt – to bamboozle the Nazis 

 for mAny of oxford’s michaelmas intake  
of 1945, real life had already arrived with 
hurricane strength in the war years. Among 
these military veterans, few can have known 

life as fully as Tommy macpherson. He had already 
seen battle, been a prisoner-of-war and serial escapee, 
terrorised the germans as a special ops commando 
leader in france and italy, helped establish the Cold 
war boundaries of western europe, and received  
the first of a plethora of ribbons and medals. until  
last october, when it was published as Behind Enemy 
Lines: The Autobiography of Britain’s Most Decorated Living 
War Hero, his full story was known only to his family. 
it’s the very stuff of stirring war films, crammed with  
more incident than could fill at least two trilogies  

of action-packed epics – and the putative film director 
would need to be able to handle abrupt shifts of tone. 
At one extreme, there are set pieces worthy of Where 
Eagles Dare, with dark, violent vignettes of torture 
among rival partisans. At the other, there are moments 
more reminiscent of ’Allo ’Allo!, such as when a drunken 
rAf pilot, fancying a nap mid-flight over italy, hands 
the controls to the wholly non-aeronautical 
macpherson. And some of macpherson’s greatest 
achievements encompass both comedy and high 
drama: a consummate confidence trickster, he once 
won the surrender of 23,000 wehrmacht troops with 
nothing but a sidearm, a swagger and a few brazen lies.

At 90, Sir Tommy macpherson regularly visits 
oxford as president of the Achilles Club, the 



24/25Sir Tommy macpherson

The Trinity College 
Michaelmas intake, 1945 
(above)  – Macpherson  
is circled; a young 
Macpherson in the No 11 
Scottish Commandos (below)
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organisation of oxford and Cambridge athletes who 
have competed in the annual Varsity match. He and 
his wife Jean divide their time between homes in 
london and newtonmore, invernessshire, where  
he grew up; they have raised two sons and a daughter.  
He was born in edinburgh in 1920, the youngest, 
smallest and sickliest of seven siblings – he suffered 
streptococcal diphtheria and osteomyelitis – but he 
was determined to outdo his elder brothers, including 
george macpherson, one of Scotland’s rugby greats. 
He recalls: “i wanted to compete all the time.  
because i was not well, i had to be better than  
them. i had to bat on.”

He was due to go up to Trinity in 1939 but that 
easter, as britain belatedly armed itself against nazi 
germany, he won a commission in the Queen’s own 
Cameron Highlanders, a Territorial Army unit. The 
Somme and ypres seemed to define what war would 
be: “we all expected to be dead anyway.” but his youth 
enabled him to look on this with equanimity – “i was 
only a boy. nothing was normal and you just go 
ahead.” Still fresh were the habits of discipline learned 
at fettes, where he had been a sergeant in the officer 
Training Corps. “for my brothers, it was much more 
difficult because they were much older and they were 
into their careers.” He trained with the TA, but when 
the Special operations executive was formed on 
Churchill’s orders in July 1940 with a mission “to set 

europe ablaze”, macpherson volunteered for one of  
its first units, no 11 Scottish Commando. His own war 
could not have been less like the tragically static 
trench experience of 1914–18. “in the Second war,  
at the beginning nothing happened; then suddenly, 
later, things happened very quickly: you would really 
be all over the place,” explains macpherson.

His first taste of combat was on 9 June 1941, when 
the commandos led the crossing of the litani river  
in southern lebanon. He recalls the shock, but also 
the mixture of adrenaline and responsibility that took 
the edge off fear. “you were changed immediately,” he 
says. “you are very important because of all the other 
boys; and you’ve got to tell them, ‘yes, come on boys! 
Come on!’ – and that was good because you weren’t all 
that scared for yourself. Alright, they were probably 
scared, but we had to pretend as if we were not.” At 
another point, talking of his aforementioned surprise 
stint as a stand-in pilot, Sir Tommy denies feeling any 
fear at all. yet when asked whether he felt fear at any 
point during the war, he unhesitatingly states: “yes, all 
the time.” The contradiction perhaps resolves itself in 
terms of the classic observation that genuine courage 
is not the absence of fear but victory over it.

macpherson’s next operation was an ignominious 
flop: scouting the libyan coast in november 1941 with 
three other men in folding canvas boats. The 
submarine that dropped them off failed to pick them 
up again and he was captured by italian carabinieri. 
The first of many escape attempts followed almost 
immediately. His captors blithely handed his Colt 
revolver back to him so he could show them its 
workings, but they had overlooked the spare cartridge 
he had in his pocket. He slipped it into place and held 
them at gunpoint. “it was very simple and they were 
very stupid; but as i got away, suddenly i couldn’t 
move” – an attack of cramp consigned him to two 
years as a Pow in italy, Austria, germany and Poland.

He never quite despaired of escaping. “every now 
and then you would think, ‘oh god, this can’t go on.’ 
Then something would happen and you would 
understand that yes, you were going to get a chance 
again.” The privations of the fortress-prison of gavi 
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(above, left): Macpherson 
won this 880-yard oxford 
Centipedes race – friend and 
rival Roger Bannister was 
placed third; the imposing 
fortress prison of gavi, 
near genoa (above), where 
Macpherson was held

near genoa were grim. “There was not enough  
to eat and it was very cold,” he remembers. “it was 
really very difficult.” Coming from someone who could 
apparently face down a dozen deadly perils before 
breakfast, the word “difficult” acquires peculiar force. 
but he turned incarceration there to his advantage by 
learning fluent italian. macpherson finally achieved 
freedom in Poland in 1943 by disguising himself as a 
worker, catching a train to danzig and burying himself 
in coal on a Swedish ship. on the train, he inadvertently 
sat beside an SS officer, whose intimidating presence 
left the guards quite uninterested in checking 
macpherson’s ticket or papers. 

Arriving home, he expected to be shuffled away 
behind a war office desk, but his experience behind 
enemy lines plus his excellent spoken french (learned 
at fettes) made him an ideal candidate for operation 
Jedburgh, a role that defined the rest of his war. 
Three-strong commando units were to drop into 
france and harry the occupiers to stir up french 
courage. macpherson parachuted into the massif 
Central two days after d-day, and discovered the 
maquis there were virtually non-existent. “when  
we went out we were told that lots of people would  
be there for us, but we got there and there were almost  
no partisans,” macpherson explains. but he and his 
small band blew up a bridge the night after he landed, 
and continued to destroy bridges, pylons and railway 
tracks virtually every night thereafter.

His greatest assets were daring, quick thinking,  
and a car to facilitate hit-and-run strikes. His special 
delight was in arranging the charges to bring pylons 
crashing down against each other with full fireworks. 
“There was no difficulty, nobody else shooting at us, 
we were soon way away and so that was just fun.”  
He blocked a german convoy by blasting trees against 
each other and booby-trapping each pair in a different 
way to cause maximum delay and casualties. Such 
bravura performances went far beyond his training. 
“At the back of it, you know all the things you’ve 
learned, exactly by rote,” he says. “but then one had 
sudden unplanned details to deal with and things 
changing quickly. we had to do things very quickly  
but be very careful. you would leave and it was done, 
and then there was the next one to do.” did he never 
panic? “oh, for goodness sake, no. it’s vital to see, to 
attack, to do it there, quick; because if you’re too slow, 
you’re dead. one mistake’s enough.”

Having access to a car made macpherson ubiquitous 
but perpetually elusive. To undermine nazi authority, 
and thereby swell partisan numbers, he drove about in 

his Cameron Highlander tartans, openly flying the 
union flag pennant and the Croix de lorraine from 
his black Citroën. did any of those he worked with tell 
him, ‘no, this is stupid, you’ll get shot’? yes, he laughs 
– all the time. He ignored the price on his head 
(300,000 francs); the partisans grew in numbers and 
confidence. His chutzpah reached its apogee when he 
decided to stop 23,000 retreating wehrmacht troops 
from high-tailing it to germany ahead of the 
advancing Allies. He presented himself, in his tartans, 
to the commanding officer and told him that heavy 
artillery, 20,000 troops and the massed rAf were all 
waiting for his word to attack the column. it was total 
moonshine, but the german general swallowed it 
whole and surrendered.

The italian episode of 1944–5 was darker and 
harsher. rough terrain and wintry conditions ruled 
out cars, so macpherson had to keep a low profile.  
it soon became clear that the Communist partisans 
had their own agenda and he had to abandon his 
headquarters after they put a price on his head.  
“i thought i’d done quite well there, but after four 
months they had changed completely and we were 
against them from then.” when the Communists 
raided the old HQ, they tortured and murdered  
two italian partisans faithful to macpherson. finally, 

Sir Tommy macpherson
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Clockwise from top left: 
Knighthood; Maquis; CBE; 
Knighthood; various honours 
including the Military Cross; 
the Star of Bethlehem; various 
battle honours including 
MC, Chevalier de la Légion 
d’honneur and Croix de 
guerre (2 palms and Star). 
Centre: papal Knighthood

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

philosophical tendencies but because it would give 
him the most time for rugby, hockey and running. but 
he enjoyed economics – which proved an asset in his 
business career in timber – and he jousted feistily with 
his tutorial partner, Tony Crosland, later a labour 
cabinet minister under Harold wilson. macpherson 
credits oxford with easing him and his fellow 
servicemen back into civilian life. “we were extremely 
lucky,” he says. “our life was finished, and then it 
started again.” The companionship of fellow veterans 
counteracted the bathos of his abrupt move from 
commando leader extraordinaire to undergraduate. 
He mixed little with the undergraduates who were 
fresh from school, except on the athletics track,  
where he excelled. A wartime camaraderie persisted 
among the veterans and for macpherson so did the 
journeys into europe as his rugby team went on tour. 
He says he could not have gone straight into a career:  
“i couldn’t have coped. it was wonderful to have  
that.” despite completing his course in two  
high-octane years, he achieved a first: “oxford 
seemed to go extraordinarily quickly, and then we 
were in the world.” 

behind enemy lines, by Sir Tommy Macpherson with Richard 
Bath, is published by Mainstream Publishing. John Garth’s 
Tolkien and the great war is due to be released as a 
HarperCollins audiobook. 

during the german retreat, he had to forestall any 
further nazi atrocities and simultaneously thwart  
a Communist bid to seize the entire province  
of Veneto for Tito’s yugoslavia. He sent loyal partisans 
to guard important Catholic clergy and deployed 
snipers to keep the germans busy. Calling the nazis’ 
bluff once again, he took the surrender of a garrison 
– with the help of his kilt. when the Allies arrived, his 
local knowledge enabled them to pinpoint and quash 
the Communist insurgency. Though he has earned an 
array of medals that would make the most puffed-up 
dictator blush – among them a Croix de guerre, three 
military Crosses, a papal knighthood and the order  
of Chevalier of the légion d’Honneur – the borders  

of north-eastern italy are surely the best tribute to 
macpherson’s courage and ingenuity.

yet he is at a loss to name his proudest moment. 
“you know,” he ponders, “it’s very often that one 
remembers the small things and forgets the big ones.” 
As for regrets, he is pained to recall having to stand by 
while, in the exigencies of war, his partisan associates 
shot their own compatriots. His own kills included  
a german officer decapitated by a level-crossing and a 
soldier in italy stabbed in close combat after shooting 
macpherson (the bullet was deflected by his backpack 
webbing and his notebook). There was no time for 
sensitivities: “it’s either you or them. you can’t change 
what’s done.” The war ended just before he could be 
redeployed in the far east. Though it dominates his 
autobiography, he sees his war as a remote chapter of 
his life. “To me it was dead long ago, and the rest of my 
life has been much longer – and rather good.” 

Two weeks after his return from italy he started at 
Trinity. He took PPe – not because of any innate 

  
for more portraits 
of Sir Tommy, visit 
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk

‘He presented himself in his tartans and 
told the commanding officer that heavy 
artillery and 20,000 troops were waiting...’ 
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Angela Palmer stands on 
a mahogany tree stump 
moments after the tree  
was felled in the Suhuma 
Forest, Ghana

2. King Charles II  
Mulberry
Morus nigra, black mulberry

Supposedly the oldest living tree 
in all the colleges, planted between 
the garden sheds and the catalpa in 
the back quad of Balliol. Reputedly 
planted by Charles II and the source of 
several nearby scions.

1. The Magdalen Oak
Quercus robur, English oak

Believed to have been planted at the 
beginning of the 11th century, Oxford’s 
mightiest oak fell in the middle of the 
night of 29 June 1789, “accompanied 
by a shock felt throughout the College”. 
It was calculated to have been broad 
enough to shelter 256 horses.

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

MeeTInGs wITh 
ReMaRKable GhOsTs
Christina Hardyment talks to Angela Palmer about her epic installation of rainforest 
giants outside the Oxford University Museum of Natural History

 eveRyThInG I dO is made possible by 
collaboration,” says angela Palmer, creator  
of one of the most startling art installations 
ever seen in Oxford. her Ghost Forest is made 

up of the colossal stumps and labyrinthine root boles 
of 10 mighty rainforest trees. The denya, the biggest, 
weighs 20 tons and is 300 years old. First seen  
in Trafalgar square in november 2009, then in 
Copenhagen during the december 2009 Un Climate 
Change Conference, these spectacular tropical 
ambassadors are now rearing up to dramatic effect in 
front of the University’s Museum of natural history.

They are grouped around the museum’s own 
33-metre-high wellingtonia. alive, all would have 
dwarfed it. some were double its height; at over  
60 metres, they would also have towered over  
nelson’s Column. The absent upper trunks and 
branches symbolise the loss, at devastating speed,  
of what Palmer calls “the world’s lungs”: the global 
canopy of rainforest trees whose role in climate 
control and biodiversity we are only just beginning to 
grasp. “when I saw the exposed roots I thought they 
looked like the nerve endings of the planet – that this 
is what we are ripping wholesale from the earth.”

It’s drizzling when we meet. small and jaunty, 
Palmer clambers up, under and around the 
weatherworn hulks. she opens my eyes to how the 
fist-like roots of the denya still grip rocks that they 
groped hundreds of years ago. she takes me into the 
cave formed by the arched buttress of a dahoma to 
shelter from the rain and enjoy the scent of the wood, 
then points out how the hyedua has changed colour 
now that it is wet. “as an artist, my main objective is to 
arouse curiosity,” she says. “I want to stir up emotions, 

to get people thinking, questioning and challenging 
the status quo. I want to disrupt the senses. we all 
know rainforests are being destroyed, we see it on 
television, but reality is sanitised by the screen.”

when we go into the museum itself, I realise just 
how appropriate their present resting place is. The 
shinbone of a cetiosaurus uncannily echoes the 
smooth weatherworn swirl of the buttress of a celtis 
trunk. Unless we act fast, these timber dinosaurs will 
be as extinct as the museum’s mighty skeletons of 
tyrannosaurus rex, iguanadon and megalosaurus.

Inside, it seems that everyone knows Palmer. Over 
coffee in the staff room, she reveals the multifarious 
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4. horse Chestnut
Aesculus hippocastanum,  
horse chestnut

this is Christ Church’s most famous 
specimen. Situated in the dean’s 
garden, it’s where Lewis Carroll saw 
Alice Liddell playing and is the tree 
in which the Cheshire cat appears in 
Alice in Wonderland. 

3. bobart’s yew
Taxus baccata, yew

Jacob Bobart (c.1599–1680),  
a German, was appointed Hortus 
Praefectus at the University’s new 
Physic Garden in 1642, today’s 
Botanic Garden. He planted this  
male yew in 1645, situated by the  
gap in the South Wall. 

the Ghanaian trees are truly 
monumental in stature. the 
illustration below shows 
their size relative to Nelson’s 
Column in trafalgar Square. 
(Above right) One of the 
stumps being transported  
past Keble College

nature of her indebtedness to the University. born  
in aberdeen, she grew up in edinburgh. she did one 
year of art school, then dropped out and went into 
journalism as a Thomson trainee. soon writing for 
many national broadsheets, she became editor of Elle 
in 1992. she and her husband Jeremy Palmer moved to 
hong Kong in 1994, where drawing and painting 
came to the fore as she brought up their children.

In 2000, after they had returned to england and 
settled in Oxford, Palmer completed her degree 
course at the University’s Ruskin school of drawing  
& Fine art, often visiting the natural history Museum 
to draw. “I’ve always been fascinated by bones,” she 
says. “I used to collect them as a child. They 
nicknamed me ‘bones’ at school.” she devised 
fantastical animals from drawings of skeletal parts  
in the museum and sketched corpses in the University 
medical school. after Oxford, she did an Ma at the 
Royal College of art and, inspired by dorothy 
hodgkin’s horizontally layered drawings of the 
penicillin molecule, made a succession of CT scans  
of an egyptian child mummy in the ashmolean, then 
drew them onto multiple sheets of glass to recreate  
the child three-dimensionally. soon she was attracted 
to projects that increased awareness of environmental 
issues. “I had a dream that I visited the most polluted 
and the cleanest places in the world wearing identical 
white, floating, armani-style outfits, as blank canvases 
to capture the extreme atmospheric conditions of 
these locations. and I did, though the outfits were 
actually from Zara!”

It was a chance meeting with andrew Mitchell  
of the Global Canopy Programme that made Palmer 
turn to trees. when he told her that a tropical forest 
the size of a football pitch is being destroyed every  
four seconds, she realised the vital importance of 
making people fully understand the damage caused 
by this rape of tropical timber. “Few people realise  
that deforestation releases more carbon dioxide  
than the world’s entire transport system –  
all the cars, planes, trains and ships put together.  
and of course carbon emissions aren’t the only 
problems with deforestation: more than 1.6 billion 
people rely on forest resources for their livelihoods; 
over half the world’s animal and plant species are 
found in rainforests – they regulate the climate  
and they absorb up to 10 per cent of man’s carbon 
emissions each year. when the rainforests are gone, 
they are gone.”

she had another dream. why not bring actual 
rainforest trees to london? “I talked about it to 
antony Gormley at an exeter College dinner and he 
said that the logistics of bringing a rainforest to 
europe were impossible... and I got the bit between  
my teeth.” having been offered sites for the 
installation by both the Greater london authority  
and Copenhagen, it was natural to turn to Oxford  
for help. Its environmental Change Institute has a 
good track record of encouraging projects to raise 
awareness of climate issues and the Oxford Centre  
for Tropical Forests draws on the expertise of both 
academics and those involved in the timber industry. 

she was soon talking to yadvinder Malhi,  
Professor of ecosystem science – an expert on 
interactions between tropical ecosystems and  
the global atmosphere – and to dr william hawthorne 
of Oxford’s department of Plant sciences, who has 
spent more than 20 years working in the rainforests  
of Ghana, which now has an improved record for 
sustainable forestry. simon Fineman, head of the 
environmentally conscientious Oxfordshire company 
Timbmet, put her in touch with Ghanaian timber 
company John bitar. 

Once in a bitar concession in Ghana, she saw the 
instant impact of the massive buttressed trunks and 
tangled root boles of naturally fallen trees. botanist 
ntim Gyakari, co-author with hawthorne of a book  
on Ghana’s rainforest trees, helped her to identify 
suitable specimens. Muttering her motto, “what can 

Ghost Forest

‘More than 
1.6 billion 
people rely 
on forest 
resources 
for their 
livelihoods’
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6. sycamore, all soul’s
Acer pseudoplatanus, sycamore

Central to countless prints celebrating 
the delicate sweep of the High Street 
viewed from the Queen’s College, the 
tree is estimated to be 100 years old.  
It belongs to All Souls College and is 
believed to be the product of a chance 
germination, not a deliberate planting. 

5. Tolkien’s Pine
Pinus nigra, black pine

JRR tolkien’s favourite tree, this is 
a magnificent specimen situated in 
the Botanic Garden. the sapling was 
reputedly grown from seed collected 
by John Sibthorp (1758–1796) in 
1790 and planted in 1800, making it 
the oldest black pine in Britain.

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

be imagined can be achieved,” she set about 
organising transport. Months of negotiations and 
fundraising later, the trees were on the move, and she 
was consulting Professor yiannis ventikos and bob 
scott of the department of engineering science about 
the plinths required to support them. when the 10 
thoroughly hosed-down specimens arrived at Tilbury 
docks, Professor ventikos photographed and 
measured their footprints to plan their safe display on 
industrial-grade modular platforms – no mean task 
given their size.

but hasn’t this all involved huge carbon emissions? 
“The carbon footprint of moving the trees was 
carefully offset by providing Ghanaian families with 
energy-efficient stoves that use less wood as fuel,  
and the concrete plinths are made from recycled 
material from a blast furnace and will be recycled  
after the exhibition is over,” Palmer explains.  
“and the reception of the Ghost Forest project  
has been extraordinary.” a media report published  
by The Good agency suggested that worldwide  
media coverage has reached an audience of  
millions of people.

so is Palmer’s installation art or is it propaganda?  
as Tate Modern testifies, it’s now old-fashioned to 
object to the medium having a message. “art doesn’t 
have to be a sterile protest,” says art critic Jonathan 
Jones. “It can be a way of showing history. It can report 
on reality. The beholder can supply the rage.”

Moreover, a dissertation exploring reactions to Ghost 
Forest by Rhodes scholar bronwyn Tarr (hertford, 
2009 and Junior Martin Fellow at the University’s 

Broadly, you research the dynamic 

interaction of forests and climate...

Yes. My research focuses on interactions 

between tropical ecosystems and the 

global atmosphere, with a focus on their 

role in global carbon, energy and water 

cycles, and in understanding how natural 

ecosystems may be shifting in response to 

global atmospheric change. A new focus is 

on the role that the potential payment for 

the carbon value of tropical forests (in the 

context of mitigating climate change) can 

play in protecting those forests.

How are natural ecosystems shifting in 

the face of climate change?

A major part of my research has been the 

meticulous monitoring of specific tropical 

forest study sites, initially in Amazonia, 

and more recently in the Andes, Africa  

and Borneo. Everywhere we look we see 

evidence that these forests are changing. 

On the positive side, the forests appear to 

be increasing in biomass and absorbing 

carbon – the rate of climate change would 

be about 20% faster if they weren’t – but 

the dynamics, composition and ecology of 

these forests all appear to be shifting as 

the tropics get warmer, and we don’t know 

how that will impact in the longer term.

What other questions interest you?

One big question is whether there is a 

“tipping point” – if rainforests warm or dry 

sufficiently, will they stop acting as brakes 

on climate change and become 

accelerators as they begin to retreat and 

soils begin to release carbon? In 2010 the 

Amazon rainforest saw its third major 

(“once-a-century”) drought in 15 years,  

so this is a real threat. We have been 

exploring these questions using a number 

of approaches, including artificial drought 

studies and moving soils and plant 

material up and down the Andes to explore 

the effects of temperature. We feed the 

results into improving the models that 

underlie climate change predictions.

What questions do you most want to 

answer over the next five years? 

Many tropical forests are literally 

disappearing before our eyes as they are 

chopped down for cattle ranches or soy 

bean farms. There’s now global realisation 

that this cannot continue unabated. Can 

we slow it down and yet still encourage 

development in tropical forest nations? I’m 

involved in a number of projects trying to 

practically answer that question. The next 

5–10 years will be crucial.

How important are trees to efforts to 

mitigate climate change? 

Trees can be part of the solution to 

tackling climate change – though a far 

bigger part has to be finding low-carbon 

ways to power our societies. As individuals 

we can buy timber from sustainable 

sources, keep the pressure on our leaders 

to take climate change seriously and raise 

the next generation to be aware of how 

precious our planet is.

See www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk for another 
’60 seconds with’ interview.

yadvinder Malhi
Professor of ecosystem Science 
at the School of Geography

60 seconds with...
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8. dawn Redwood
Metasequoia glyptostroboides, 
dawn redwood

Planted in 1947, this 15-metre-tall 
conifer is the only living species of the 
ancient redwood genus Metasequoia, 
typically found in the Sichuan province 
of China. this specimen is situated 
east of the Botanic Garden pond. 

7. Gabriel
Fagus sylvatica ‘Pendula’, 
weeping beech 

Situated in Cox’s Corner in the 
University Parks, this unmistakable 
specimen is nicknamed Gabriel 
because it looks like an angel when 
covered in haw frost. More than 100 
years old, it is a very good specimen.  

A celtis adolfi-friderici stump 
in front of the neo-Gothic 
facade of the Grade 1-listed 
Museum of Natural History

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

Martin school) has shown that it works as both. 
surprise, sadness, shock, horror and anger were 
among the responses she noted. some people  
were fascinated by the technical and scientific  
aspects, some by the ethical and aesthetic. what  
struck people most was their size. “They really are 
staggering,” said one visitor. “I like things that make  
us feel small... things like storms, anything that 
reminds us that we are not the kings of creation,  
we are actually quite vulnerable.”

“The stumps being here... has made me think maybe 
I should start looking at the trees around the city a bit 
more,” said another. “hopefully, when I walk down the 
street tomorrow, instead of thinking, ‘I’m on a street full 
of buildings with a couple of trees in the way,’ I’ll say, 
‘I’m in a forest with a couple of buildings in the way’.”

what excites Tarr most about Ghost Forest, both as  
an artistic project and as a subject for research, is the 
way that it raises people’s environmental awareness 
through their own personal reactions. “They educate 
themselves through a personal mix of aesthetic, 
fact-based and emotional appreciation,” she says. 
“some see the trees as beautiful in themselves,  
some ponder their message.”

what is the future for the trees? “They’re staying  
in front of the University Museum for a year,” says 
Palmer. “I’m launching a six-month programme  
called ‘I Touched the Rainforest’ on 12 February 2011 
to coincide with the Un International year of Forests.  
I’m hoping to get enough sponsorship to bring every 
school child in Oxfordshire to actually touch them, 
and in co-operation with the environmental Change 
Institute, the Global Canopy Programme and other 
organisations, we’re planning a whole series of events.” 
Palmer wants everyone who “meets” the trees to 
understand their incredible importance to both 
climate-balance and biodiversity. The events and 
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10. Jo Pullen’s elm
Ulmus procera, elm 

this late 17th-century elm tree had 
already grown to a huge stature 
when its patron, Rev Josias Pullen – 
principal of Magdalen – died in 1714. 
the tree was situated at the top of 
Headington Hill. It survived into the 
20th century but was gone by 1914.  

9. swamp Cypress
Taxodium distichum,  
swamp cypress

the beautiful reddening of these 
deciduous conifers native to North 
America occurs before the needles 
drop. there are nine specimens 
arranged in an imperfect crescent in 
Cox’s Corner, University Parks. 

the size of the tree husks in 
Ghost Forest communicate 
both the majesty of nature 
and humankind’s ruthless 
ravaging of the natural world

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

exhibitions will emphasise the usefulness for nutrition 
and medical science of the trees and the insects, flora 
and fauna associated with them. “Canopy Meg” 
lowman, pioneer of rainforest exploration, will travel 
from the Us to hold a rainforest insect banquet amid 
the trees on March 27.

but is it all too little too late? The scale of Palmer’s 
undertaking is daunting. “It’s never too late,” she says. 
“what can be imagined can be achieved.” her 
optimism is reflected in the trees themselves: they are 
finding renewed life and news of the project has 
reached 173 million people. In Oxford, indigenous 
fungi, mosses, insects and the occasional, resourceful 
dandelion are finding them hospitable. she has had 
several offers for the trees post-Oxford, including their 
exhibition at the International edinburgh Festival. all, 
however, is dependent on funds, and she may consider 
selling them as an installation. 

what next for Palmer? she’s dreaming again,  
this time of an environmental project in the arctic 
Circle involving melting blocks of ice. no doubt  
Oxford expertise on temperature control will be  
part of her creative equation. 

Thanks to University Botanic Garden Director Timothy Walker, and Sophie Huxley, author of Oxford Trees, for their help.

To view a location map of these trees, visit www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk

To listen to an interview with  
angela Palmer, visit 
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk
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16–18 September 2011
The University of Oxford alumni weekend
This year’s alumni weekend will include a number of 
sessions that tie in to the Un’s International year of 
Forests, celebrating action to sustainably manage the 
world’s forests. Oxford’s environmental Change 
Institute, department of Plant sciences and department 
of engineering are working to solve some of the 
problems facing the world’s forests. academic sessions 
will be complemented by visits to relevant locations, 
including the botanic Gardens, harcourt arboretum 
and wytham woods. For more on the alumni 
weekend, please see page 15.
www.alumniweekend.ox.ac.uk

Oxford Today Photography 
Competition
Oxford today launches a photography competition 
themed around trees and open to any Oxford Alumni 
card-holder, offering the chance to win a Leica camera.

For full details please go online to:
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk/photocomp

PRIZES
 First prize: A Leica d-Lux 5 digital camera with classic 

leather case, worth £720 
 Second prize: A truffle-producing oak in a French 

plantation, offered by dick Pyle (New College, 1962)  
 Third prize: Membership of the University Botanic 

Garden for a year
 Fourth prize: A year’s free subscription to digital 

Camera magazine
 Runners-up: 5 copies of OUP’s encyclopedia of Birds



Anu, 2 years,
India

Eduardo, 6 months,
Peru

Nisa, 4 years,
Indonesia

Kabir, 7 months,
Nigeria

Guo Sen, 6 months,
China

On Sokhorn, 13 months,
Cambodia
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A healthy diet during pregnancy can help prevent birth defects and clefts. Eat a healthy diet that contains lots of fruits and vegetables and foods fortified with folic acid. The U.K. Government recommends women should
take sufficient levels of folic acid (400 micrograms/day) during the first twelve weeks of pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce the risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month
before conception and throughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects by 50 to 70 per cent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking and drinking alcohol and
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mercury, smoked seafood, fish exposed to industrial pollutants, raw shellfish, eggs, soft cheeses, unpasteurised milk, pâté, caffeine and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit www.smiletrain.org.uk

Free cleft surgery which
takes as little as 45 minutes
and costs as little as £150,
can give desperate children
not just a new smile – but a
new life.

Donate online:
www.smiletrain.org.uk
OR call: 0870 127 6269

Z11031U118FIY1L
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Use Gift Aid to increase your donation by 25%
■ YES, I would like Smile Train to claim Gift Aid on any donations that I have made within the last 4
years and all donations I make in the future until further notice. I confirm that I pay sufficient UK
income/capital gains tax to cover any tax that Smile Train will reclaim from any donations that I make.
■ NO, I am not a UK taxpayer.

Pick one. Just one.
Save their life for £150. You’ll end up smiling too.



For a full itinerary or to request a brochure please contact Jon Baines Tours on:

Tel: 020 7223 5618/9485 or email: info@jonbainestours.co.uk

Or write to: FREEPOST (RRJY-STSS-KGXT)
Jon Baines Tours, 1A Salcott Road, London SW11 6DQ

www.jonbainestours.co.uk

Tours for the Intelligent Traveller
Travel • Understand • Enjoy

www.jonbainestours.co.uk

The Trail of the Tea Horse –
Yunnan & Tibet

15 September – 2 October 2011
Follow the trail of the tea horse from
remote south west China to spiritual Tibet,
encountering incredible ethnic diversity and
magnificent landscapes on the way.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/tibet

The Golden Road to Samarkand

18 September – 1 October 2011
Journey through some of the world’s oldest
cities on a fascinating tour led by Dr Frances
Wood, an acclaimed historian, writer and
authority on the Silk Road.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/samarkand

Florence Nightingale in Istanbul

6 – 10 October 2011
Alex Attewell, Florence Nightingale expert,
brings her vividly to life on this inspirational
tour. Unmissable for anyone with an interest in
Nightingale’s life and work.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/fn

Syria & Jordan –
Historical & Contemporary

7 – 21 October 2011
Richly cultured with magnificent landscapes,
history and architecture, Syria and Jordan are
also welcoming and vibrant modern societies.
Hear talks from tour leader Lavinia Byrne
throughout.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/syria

The Crimea

10 – 15 October 2011
Follow in the footsteps of Chekhov, Churchill,
Tolstoy, Stalin and Florence Nightingale and
visit the Crimean battlefields on a tour to this
remarkably historic area.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/crimea

History of Medicine along the Nile

14 – 25 October 2011
Professor Rosalie David, an authority on the
History of Ancient Egyptian Medicine, leads this
cruise to sites of medical and historical interest
along the Nile.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/hmed

Antarctica & the South
Shetland Islands

22 February – 7 March 2012
Cruise to the most pristine and least explored
places on earth and learn about medicine in
extreme conditions on the trip of a lifetime.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/antarctic

Georgia & Armenia –
Historical & Contemporary

14 – 28 May 2011
Magnificent traditional architecture in soaring
unspoilt mountain scapes – explore the real
Georgia and Armenia and learn of their ancient
history and fascinating contemporary culture.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/georgia

The Silk Road – China and Kyrgyzstan

10 – 25 June 2011
Travel along the greatest East-West trade route
that ever existed and experience landscapes
and cultures that stretch back many centuries
in the erudite company of Lavinia Byrne.

www.jonbainestours.co.uk/silkroad



silicon triangle
Oxford, Cambridge and London should stop competing to create the next Silicon Valley 
and collaborate, internet entrepreneurs tell Anthea Milnes

 governments and regional 
development agencies around the world 
would dearly love to replicate the success  
of silicon valley. candidates for the title  

of ‘next silicon valley’ include silicon Wadi in israel, 
the silicon Plateau of Bangalore and silicon alley 
in new York, to name but a few. closer to home, david 
cameron recently set out his vision for an east london 
tech city stretching from shoreditch to the olympic 
Park. ‘silicon roundabout’, as the area around old 
street is jokingly known, is currently home to around 
100 technology and design companies, including 
success story last.fm, sold for £140 million in 2007. 

so can silicon roundabout really rival silicon 
valley? and how will it fit in with the more established 
high-technology clusters in neighbouring oxfordshire 
and cambridgeshire? While accurate figures for 
hi-tech companies are hard to come by, oxfordshire  
is estimated to be home to 3,500 hi-tech companies 
employing 45,000 people, while cambridgeshire’s 
silicon Fen reportedly has 1,400 hi-tech companies 
employing over 40,000 people. Would it therefore not 
make more sense to build a ‘silicon triangle’ based 
around the golden triangle of research universities 
in london, cambridge and oxford? 

a couple of weeks after cameron’s announcement 
in november 2010, the cyber elite of silicon valley 
descended on oxford en masse for the 10th 
anniversary of europe’s pre-eminent entrepreneurship 
gathering, ‘silicon valley comes to oxford’, which 
took place at the saïd Business school. oxford 
alumnus reid Hoffman, founder of linkedin,  
and Brent Hoberman, founder of lastminute.com  
and mydeco, were among the entrepreneurs who  
came to immerse themselves in innovative ideas  
and meet oxford’s enterprising students. things  
have, they say, changed beyond all recognition  
since the days when they were students. 

“oxford didn’t have a business school when  
i was here,” says Brent Hoberman, who studied  
modern languages from 1988 to 1992, “and  
there was no student entrepreneurs’ society.  
i think i entered the first-ever business plan 
competition, so that was the very beginning.  
Both oxford and cambridge take a different  
view of entrepreneurship nowadays – it’s much  
more respected.” so much so, in fact, that the  
oxford entrepreneurs student society now  
boasts a membership of around 7,000 –  
more than stanford. 

the cyber 
elite of 
silicon valley 
descended 
on oxford 
en masse 

Silicon Valley during 
the home-computer 

boom of the 1980s
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“Oxford takes a different 
view of entrepreneurship 
nowadays – it’s much more 
respected,” says Brent 
Hoberman, co-founder of 
Lastminute.com

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

an entrepreneurial ecosystem cannot be created; it 
has to evolve over time as successful entrepreneurs 
become mentors and investors for the next generation. 
as oxfordshire’s entrepreneurial ecosystem grows,  
the traffic between oxfordshire and silicon valley is 
becoming increasingly two-way. take david langer, 
who studied maths at oxford (st anne’s, 2004) and 
founded his start-up, groupspaces, with investment 
from chris sacca (formerly google), whom he met  
at ‘silicon valley comes to oxford’. originally based  
in oxford, his company has now moved to silicon 
roundabout and shares offices with other ambitious 
start-ups such as moo, tweetdeck and soundcloud. 

naturalmotion, a game technology company 
co-founded by torsten reil (Queen’s, 1995), has 
offices in both san Francisco and oxford, while  
other oxford student start-ups such as auctomatic  
and Younoodle have moved out to northern 
california, their founders creating an influential 
network of oxford alumni in the valley. 

auctomatic co-founders Kulveer taggar (st John’s, 
2002) and his cousin Harjeet taggar (merton, 2003), 
previous president and press officer of oxford 
entrepreneurs, met evan Williams (Blogger.com and 
twitter.com) and max levchin (PayPal) at ‘silicon 
valley comes to oxford’ and six months later flew  
to the Us to ask the pair for advice. Williams became  
an advisor and chris sacca became an investor  
in the company, which the taggars went on to sell  
for $5 million, aged just 24 and 22. these successful 
oxford entrepreneurs now come back to oxford  
and share the secrets of their success.

at the same time as student start-ups have started  
to mushroom, technology transfer at oxford has 
matured. over the past 10 years, isis innovation, the 
University’s technology transfer company, has helped 
researchers to establish 55 spin-out companies based 
on scientific research. tom Hockaday, ceo of isis, says 
that oxford needs to build on its strengths for the 
future. “the focus for the future,” he says, “will be on 
real breakthrough technologies based on world-class 
research. researchers are interested in addressing the 
most important challenges of the day. at the moment 
we see a lot of green tech and clean tech research 

being spun out, reflecting the interests of the 
University’s researchers in solving these problems.”  
in this respect, oxfordshire’s high-technology cluster 
might in future resemble massachusetts’ route 128, 
the birthplace of high-technology entrepreneurship 
which thrived because of its proximity to research 
universities such as Harvard and mit.

alumni entrepreneurs argue that oxfordshire 
needs to collaborate to succeed. “the best thing 
oxford could do,” says david langer, “is to embrace 
london and the start-up ecosystem there. oxford  
is an hour by train from london – that’s the same 
distance as san Francisco to Palo alto. it’s close 
enough to be part of the london ecosystem. We need 
to connect oxford students who are building start-ups 
with venture capitalists in london. and i’d say the 
same for ‘the other place’!” While silicon valley has 
stanford and Berkeley, london has imperial, King’s, 
Ucl and lse, with both oxford and cambridge an 
hour away. if the ecosystem leverages the academic 
resources it has on its doorstep, then it can purchase 
an advantage over silicon valley.

a ‘silicon triangle’ of oxford, cambridge and 
london would have the potential to serve as a gateway 
to europe for entrepreneurs from other continents. 
“the UK on its own is pretty small viewed from silicon 
valley,” says Brent Hoberman, who recently established 
Profounders capital, a venture capital fund, in order 
to invest in the next generation of european 
entrepreneurs. “there would be more two-way traffic 
between the UK and silicon valley if the UK were a 
clearer bridgehead into europe. not many companies 
have accomplished that because there are still too many 
regulatory barriers and differences across the european 
market. Hopefully, for the future more people will 
think just being a UK success story isn’t enough.”

so what can the University of oxford do to support 
entrepreneurship? “it can proclaim its belief in the 
role of the University in the oxfordshire ecosystem,” 
says tom Hockaday, “and internally promote 
innovation and entrepreneurship as an important 
activity for University people to engage in.” it can  
also promote a culture of openness, bringing together 
talented students and researchers with successful 
entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. 

“it’s what biologists call fluid networks,” says Biz 
stone, co-founder of twitter, who attended ‘silicon 
valley comes to oxford’ for the fourth time in 2010. 
“the more creative people you have discussing ideas 
and bumping into each other, the more likely these 
things are to spark life from the primordial ooze. 
opportunity can be manufactured. You can put the 
pieces in place.” the message feels clear enough: 
collaboration is king. 
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to watch more on the UK’s  
silicon triangle, visit 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/
business-11810593; 
also visit
www.campaign.ox.ac.uk/oxford_
invention_fund

While silicon 
valley has 
stanford and 
Berkeley, 
london has 
imperial, 
King’s, Ucl 
and lse, 
with both 
oxford and 
cambridge 
an hour away 
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As a fellow explorer – who has 
recently crossed Antarctica – and 
an Oxonian, I was asked to review 
Robert Byron’s First Russia, then 
Tibet, re-published (along with his 
book about the monasteries of 
Mount Athos, The Station – Athos: 
Treasures and Men) for the first 
time since 1933. 

Byron felt, evidenced by  
his subtitle, Travels through a 
Changing World, that the onset  
of modernity was challenging  
the political and social fabric of 
the world and set out to visit the 
two most contradictory societies 
on earth. The poetry of the 
subtitle may be much more 
appealing but the utilitarian  
title is structurally and 
thematically perfect. 

First Russia,
then Tibet
By Robert Byron, 

TPP, 9781848854246, £11.99

All books are Oxford-related; their subject matter is the University or 
city, and/or the author is a current or former student or academic

Among Byron’s ‘Brideshead’ 
contemporaries Evelyn Waugh 
and Peter Fleming, who outsold 
him at the time, he has proved  
far more influential on later 
writers. Byron’s subsequent Road 
to Oxiana was declared by Bruce 
Chatwin to be a “sacred text” and 
“beyond criticism”, and in the 
witty Byron – a camp aesthete 
with an amateur brilliance in  
art history and a penchant for 
exotica – it is not hard to see why 
Chatwin became a devotee.

Many of the qualities admired 
in Oxiana are present in First 
Russia, then Tibet: the passages  
of intensely beautiful description  
or the deft ability to generalise 
epigrammatically about a culture; 
but it lacks the episodic, mosaic 
quality of Oxiana, which appears 
to be so carelessly put down but 
is, in fact, rigorously studied.

Byron writes that “the ideas  
of Russia are preached and act  
as a challenge to the West. The 
ideas of Tibet offer no challenge.”  
The pugnacious Byron cannot 
help himself. While prescient  
and perceptive, his description  
of Bolshevism as a religion 
followed by a self-indulgent essay 
on early Russian painting is less 
rewarding – but in Tibet, when  
he just observes, the book 
demonstrates why, in this 
changed world, affecting writing 
of any age should be cherished. 

Alastair Vere Nicoll (St Hugh’s, 1993) 
runs a renewable energy business  
and has written a book about his 
recent four-man expedition to 
Antarctica (see right)

Book reviews are edited by  
Dr Richard Lofthouse

Riding the Ice Wind
By Alastair Vere Nicoll, 

I.B. Tauris,  

9781848853065, £18.99

Contemporary explorer Nicoll 
achieved a novel west–east 
traverse of Antarctica, 
following substantially in the 
footsteps of Roald Amundsen. 
With three teammates, he 
used kites rather than dogs, 
where winds prevailed. This 
just-published volume is a 
superbly engaging account  
of an impossibly hard trip.  
Its originality, however, lies  
in its sensitivity to the purpose 
of such expeditions to the 
have-it-all generation. In light 
of the dieselly American 
airbase that Nicoll stumbles 
into right at the South Pole, 
with palpable disappointment, 
one is tempted to recommend 
Kellogg’s Three Questions (see 
page 40) as a companion 
volume. Kellogg suggests that 
“we live in a post-Wittgenstein 
age with Platonic longings.” 
This also describes Nicoll. 

Half the book is devoted to 
Russia, “where the moral 
influence of the Industrial 
Revolution has found its grim 
apotheosis”. Byron visits Moscow, 
Leningrad and a handful of cities 
that are of interest. But his real 
motivation is a desire to 
investigate the arcane Byzantine 
origins of Russian iconography. 

The second half records a 
breathtaking journey on the first 
commercial flight to India that 
even Saint-Exupèry might envy:  
“I see it now as one of the great 
experiences of a life, a period  
of vivid, unclouded enjoyment...  
of unsuspected and unimagined 
beauties, of heat and desolation 
beyond credence, of a new 
pleasure in physical movement”, 
and then a fascinating expedition 
into Tibet, rarely visited by a 
writer of Byron’s quality. It is  
here that I found the greatest 
imaginative connection, as  
Byron laments the “monotonous, 
agonised records of those more 
adventurous explorers”, but 
nevertheless braves the rigours of 
the Tibetan plateau, to illuminate 
the gorgeous landscape and its 
graceful people.

The balance of the two 
contradictory journeys, the order 
implying an ironic inversion of 
the Russian establishment’s 
assertion of progress – first 
Russia, then Tibet – makes this  
a difficult book, two in one, but 
for the patient reader a rewarding 
volume. As Byron comments:  
“This book presents two 
excursions whose very diversity  
is symbolic of those formidable 
contradictions which make it a 
privilege and a puzzle to be alive 
in the twentieth century.”

Book reviews
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Blackwell offers a 10 per cent discount to  
all Alumni Card-holders on book purchases 
in any of its 56 UK stores or via the Oxford 
Alumni Online Bookshop. In addition, this 
website offers free UK deliveries on orders over 
£20 and access to more than 4 million titles.
www.blackwell.co.uk/oxfordalumni

Oxford Alumni bookshop40 Book reviews
We welcome 

review suggestions 
from authors and 
publishers. Please  
send brief details  
to the Editor at 
oxford.today@ 
admin.ox.ac.uk

A Dodo at 
Oxford
By Philip Atkins and 

Michael Johnson, 

Oxgarth,  

9780953443826, £12.99

Re-publication of the  
300-year-old diary about 
a dodo in Oxford. 
Extraordinary and 
amply annotated, but 
remains ‘unreliable’. 

Three Questions
we Never Stop 
Asking
By Michael Kellogg, 

Prometheus Books,  

9781616141868, £24.95

Brilliant interpretation 
of the achievement of 
western philosophy, by a 
lawyer, a student of late 
Magdalen philosopher 
PF Stawson. 

Magic and 
Mayhem
By Derek Leebaert, 

Simon & Schuster,  

9781439125694, £16.99

The author (St Antony’s, 
1981) has written a 
historical account of US 
foreign policy blunders 
from Afghanistan to 
Korea, the result of 
‘magical thinking’. 

Triumph
By Robert S Burns, 

Logaston Press,  

9781906663445, £20.00

At last a comprehensive 
biography of Adrian 
Jones, Britain’s third 
equine artist with Stubbs 
and Munnings. The 
author (Lincoln, 1951) 
draws on photos by John 
Lush (Worcester, 1957). 

Bible: The Story
of the King 
James Version
By Gordon Campbell, 

OUP, 9780199557592, 

£16.99

Sister volume to a 
limited edition facsimile 
of the 1611 King James 
Bible, on its 400th 
anniversary. An OUP 
highlight in 2011. 

Tom Foolery
Edited by C Braun and  

T Heald, ARP, 

9781907571084, £17.00   

Delightful anthology 
honouring the memory 
of the late Merton 
classicist Tom Braun 
(1935–2008). All book 
profits will be donated 
to Merton’s Classical 
World Travel Fund. 

McGilchrist’s 
Greek Islands
By Nigel McGilchrist, 

Genius Loci,  

9781907859205, £150

This set of 20 volumes 
offers a landmark guide 
to the Aegean. Lone 
volumes cost £9.99.  
A tremendous labour  
of love by McGilchrist 
(Merton, 1975). 

Oxford Student 
Pranks
By Richard O Smith, 

The History Press,  

9780752456508, £7.99

A seriously documented 
but lightly worn history 
of Oxford student 
pranks ranging from 
15th-century ‘nymphs of 
the pavement’ to recent 
drinking games. 

Claudio Monteverdi
Vespro della Beata 
Vergine 1610
Directed by  

Edward Higginbottom, 

Novum: NCR 1382, £14.50

This 90-minute double  
CD was released late last year 
to celebrate the 400th 
anniversary of Monteverdi’s 
‘1610 Vespers’. Recorded in 
St Michael’s Church, 
Summertown, it energetically 
captures the spirit of Marian 
feasting for which 
Monteverdi intended his 
work. It consists of a setting 
of the Mass, and Vespers: five 
psalms, a hymn, the 
Magnificat and several 
solo-voice motets. The New 
College recording, according 
to Director Edward 
Higginbottom, Professor  
of Choral Music in the 
University of Oxford, is 
notable for its use of boys’ 
voices (rare in Monteverdi 
discography) and its strict 
adherence to the 1610 
publication. The objective  
of the original work was not 
merely religious. It greased 
the axle of advancement, 
spectacularly transporting 
Monteverdi from the 
Mantuan Court to St Mark’s, 
Venice, by 1613. This and 
many other recordings can 
be purchased online at 
www.newcollegechoir.com  
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What are you working on today?

My new ideas on cosmology. 

What do you regard as the most 

important idea of your career?

Before thinking of my 

cosmological scheme, I would 

undoubtedly have said “twistor 

theory”. This is a different way  

of looking at space and time, 

translating these familiar notions 

into a different geometrical 

picture based on the mathematics 

of complex numbers. The 

cosmological idea is slightly  

easier to explain, although a little 

mind-blowing. I am claiming that 

the Big Bang was not actually the 

beginning but that there was a 

previous aeon very much like our 

own, and so on. To make sense of 

this idea, you have to get used to 

the notion that time measurement 

ultimately loses its meaning in the 

very remote future of each aeon, 

which can then be reinterpreted 

as the big bang of the next one. 

Why does it matter?

These things are all part of our 

attempts to better understand 

the universe around us. More 

specifically, since 2003 there has 

been a renewed interest in twistor 

theory in the high-energy 

community – twistors have 

become a valuable tool in 

calculations anticipating results 

from the Large Hadron Collider  

in Geneva. This understanding is 

important, whether or not it leads 

to specific scientific advances 

such as curing cancer (an area 

that has indeed benefited from 

radioactive isotopes produced  

by high-energy accelerators).

What has been your most 

controversial idea?

My claim that conscious  

thinking is something quite 

different from the action of  

a computing machine. What 

people baulk at is my proposal 

that non-computational activity 

can come about through 

processes acting in accordance 

with strict physical laws, involving 

principles that physicists have  

not yet discovered. My claim  

is that our present-day theory  

of quantum mechanics is 

fundamentally incomplete.  

New concepts, equations, etc.  

will be needed for the formulation 

of a fundamentally new scheme  

in which the quantum mechanics 

 of small-scale phenomena 

somehow merge into large-scale 

classical physics. The thought 

that is alarming to people  

is that action of a conscious  

brain would have to depend  

upon this modification of current 

physics. This would imply that 

large-scale coherent quantum 

behaviour is actually taking place 

in brains – a shocking proposal 

both to many physicists and 

certainly to most biologists. 

However, recent experimental 

observations do seem to lend 

some critical support to the 

proposal. We shall have to wait 

and see how all this develops. 

Is mathematics more or less 

important than 500 years ago?

If people like Cardano, Galileo and 

Kepler had not begun to show a 

new importance for mathematical 

ideas in the way things work, then 

science might not have had such  

a profound impact on our lives  

by now. On the other hand, the 

volume of mathematics that is 

being applied now is utterly vast  

in comparison with what these 

ancient pioneers were doing 

around five centuries ago.  

Interview by Josie Dixon 

 
The life work of Sir Roger Penrose 
is collected in six volumes by OUP 
and his book Cycles of Time is 
published by Bodley Head

One of the best accounts of post-1945 British cycling is sometime 
Guardian art critic Tim Hilton’s (Balliol, 1961) One More Kilometre  
and we’re in the Showers. Against a sometimes dreary, still-rationed  
UK strapped by a preoccupation with lonely time-trialling, the 
continental road-racing scene seemed dashing, Technicolor and 
foreign. Although that’s no longer exactly the case, still it seems 
extraordinary that an Italian ex-Pro cyclist, Flavio Zappi (and what  
a name!) has opened a popular café at 67 Walton Street, Jericho.

A visit to Zappi’s Cafe on a grey, rheumy Oxford sort of day  
doesn’t disappoint: he is dressed in Persil-white socks and il  
Tricolore-splashed kit. Having come to England via marriage to  
an English woman, Zappi has returned to racing and coaching,  
his popular cycling club counting over 100 members from town  
and gown. He recently uncovered hot new talent, ex-Oxford varsity 
rower and medic Claire Galloway (St. Peter’s, 2006). She recounts  
first coming along on a club ride in November 2009, on a shopping 
bike. “The other riders asked me if I knew Oxfordshire, assuming  
that I’d get dropped and have to return on my own,” she says, “but I 
said I’d be okay, thanks.” Four hours later she was still keeping up  
with guys on carbon fibre dream machines. By November last year  
she was part of the GB women’s pursuit squad at the European  
track championships in Poland, alongside Olympic silver medalist  
Wendy Houvenaghel, Katie 
Colclough and Laura Trott – 
in other words, on the road to 
the London 2012 Olympics. 

Zappi’s own story is a 
snapshot of the early 1980s 
Italian cycling scene. Now 50, 
he rode for three pro-teams 
between 1981 and 1985, 
achieving top 20 placings in 
Milan–San Remo (298 km) 
and Paris–Roubaix (265 km) 
in 1984. However, despairing 
of the drug-taking in his sport, 
he left to run a hotel. 

Years later, a skip-rescued 
Oxford bike became the first 
step in Zappi’s journey back 
into the world of racing. 

The Zappi Effect
Oxford’s Italian  cycling café fuels rising talent

Claire Galloway 
leads the GB 
women’s pursuit 
squad in training 

Flavio tends his 
espresso maker
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Roger Penrose
Emeritus Rouse Ball 
Professor of Mathematics 

60 seconds with...





city and village living
LOOKING TO INVEST
IN BUY-TO-LET PROPERTY?
For gross annual yields of 5% plus then look no
further than the Oxford property market.

scottfraser, Oxford’s leading property investment
consultancy, specialises in the purchase of
investment property and in residential lettings and
management in the UK’s strongest letting market.

We offer expert advice on:

• Investment Property Search
• Refurbshment & Furnishing
• Residential Lettings & Management
• Asset Management
• Residential Sales
• Private Finance

To enable you to own a quality property in the heart
of Oxford, whether for investment or occupation,
we provide a complete service.

For your FREE consultation, call us today on
01865 760055, visit scottfraser.co.uk or come
and see us at 10 Lime Tree Mews, 2 Lime Walk,
Headington, Oxford, OX3 7DZ

With many landlords now reporting their buy-to-
let investments form part of their pension planning
you need to know your property is in safe hands,
but don’t just take our word for it.....

“My dealings with scottfraser began just over ten
years ago. I had been toying for some time with
the idea of buying a property in Oxford on a buy-
to-let basis, prior to eventual retirement there. A
friend who was a don spoke highly of the firm
and put me in touch with Andrew Greenwood...
At no stage in that first meeting was I not treated
to anything but a friendly, honest and lucid
explanation of all that was involved - both pros
and cons. I was sent information on a regular
basis and as I was often in Oxford it was easy to
keep in touch and ask advice.

I discovered that the rental potential of a
property did not automatically rise in line with
its value, and was advised of the price range that
would best suit my needs. By this stage my inner
landlord was beginning to take over the academic
within me and I found to my surprise that I was
starting to enjoy the whole enterprise. When,
therefore, a property came up that seemed to
fit the bill I had a pretty good idea of just what
the bill was – and, more importantly, that I could
afford to pay it. Andrew accordingly set wheels
in motion once more, we went to look at what
was still essentially a building site; had lunch at a
local pub, and I was a property owner!

Since then I have been delighted with the
enterprise on just about every front. Efforts
to find tenants during quite turbulent financial
times have been diligent so that rent voids have
been rare and never alarming. Any problems,
potential or actual, have been presented along
with suggested solutions; communication had
been unfailingly efficient and friendly; I feel very
much at home talking to the team.

Lest all this sound as if I am signing in blood
and at gun point a testimonial drafted by
scottfraser, or am hitting the keys randomly after
a particularly bibulous dinner at their expense,
I should add that I should be delighted to talk
to prospective clients either by telephone
or email to confirm or expand upon what I
have written.” Alan Smith, Surrey

Andrew Greenwood
Group MD

Lucy Taylor MRICS
Associate Director



ARTISTS’ OXFORD
Over the past seventeen years Contemporary Watercolours has
commissioned distinguished members of the Royal Watercolour Society and
Royal Scottish Watercolour Society to produce definitive views of Oxford
Colleges. The artists include [b] Cliff Bayly, R.W.S., [c] Jane Carpanini,
R.W.S., R.W.A., [d] John Doyle, P.P.R.W.S., [f] Dennis Flanders, R.W.S.,
R.B.A., [h] Ken Howard, R.A., R.W.S., and [r] Dennis Roxby Bott, R.W.S.

These works are available as high quality limited edition prints
(350/500 copies) each signed and numbered by the artist. They are priced
at £99 each incl. delivery to the UK. Overseas delivery please add £15
additional postage. The image size is approximately 12" 18" presented in
an ivory hand cut mount, the overall size being 17" 23" and can be
ordered by using the order form below or by telephoning 01474 535922
with Credit/Debit card details.

To access our catalogue of prints and recently published book, “Artists’
Oxford” visit our website www.contemporarywatercolours.co.uk

Send to: CONTEMPORARY WATERCOLOURS,
57 WINDMILL STREET, GRAVESEND, KENT DA12 1BB or telephone 01474 535922
Balliol – Garden Quad ..........................................□
Brasenose – Radcliffe Square ................................□
Christ Church – Tom Quad ..................................□
Exeter – Front Quad ............................................□
Hertford – Bridge of Sighs ....................................□
Jesus – Turl Street ................................................□
Lincoln – Front Quad ..........................................□

Merton – Mob Quad ............................................□

New College – Holywell Quad ..............................□

Pembroke – Hall & Chapel ..................................□

St. Anne’s ..............................................................□

St. Catherine’s – College Front ............................□

St Hilda’s – South Lawn ......................................□

St. Peter’s – Emily Morris Building ......................□

Sheldonian – Degree Ceremony ............................□

Trinity – Garden Quad ........................................□

Somerville – Hall & Library ..................................□

Univ – Radcliffe Quad ..........................................□

Wadham – Front Quad ........................................□

FP H/11

£99 each inc. delivery to U.K. Overseas orders add £15 extra postage

NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

POSTCODE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TELEPHONE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

□ Cheques to be made payable to Contemporary Watercolours Amount £ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
□ Visa / Mastercard / Debit Card Number . □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Valid from. . . . . . . . / . . . . . . . Expiry Date . . . . . . ./ . . . . . . . Issue No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CSC (Three digit security no. on reverse of card) . . . . . . . . . . . . . (if applicable)

SIGNATURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

c) St. Anne’s

✁

r) Brasenose – Radcliffe Square

r) Christ Church – Tom Quad

c) Lincoln – Front Quad

f) New College – Holywell Quad

h) Jesus – Turl Street

h) Merton – Mob Quad

c) St. Hilda’s – South Lawn

c) St. Catherine’s – College Front

f) Hertford – Bridge of Sighs

c) Somerville – Hall & Library

b) Sheldonian – Degree Ceremony

d) Trinity – Garden Quad

f) Wadham – Front Quad

d) Balliol – Garden Quad

h) Exeter – Front Quad

r) Pembroke – Hall & Chapel

c) St. Peter’s – Emily Morris Building

c) Univ – Radcliffe Quad
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Poetry

The Other Side

Clearing

…that eventless realm, neither cold nor hot, neither 
hilly nor flat, where the dead, each at their own best 
age and marooned in an eternal afternoon, pass 
the ages with sod all going on. Hilary Mantel, 
Beyond Black

The dead flit lightly by. They have no ballast,
nothing can keep them down. Slowly,
like Zeppelins on the horizon, or thoughts 
coming into view, they go about our lives.

Death has not altered their priorities.
They keep things in perspective.
They are as down to earth as ever,
shop locally, mow their universal lawns.

Around them a civil breeze of trespass
rustles in the trees, bends the flowers
in their flowerbeds, pries their shutters
open as the darkness rolls in from our day.

But they are not nostalgic. ‘Life goes on’
they seem to say – ‘all is much the same:
Eternity is just a small town age
and Night a darker shade of beige.’
Patrick McGuinness

After so long to fetch up with silver birch,
bracken inflating with the breeze, the dry
springy mat of needles, the mind’s purchase,
where only homely ghosts retrace the by-ways.

That trunk, with all the torsion of a girl
Elbowing her slip above her head, dead wish
or memory. (A life-long stepper-out, you were, 
foot over silken splash with a cat’s precision.)

No walks by still waters, hoping for seas,
nor where oaks writhe. These silver birch 
will do; they always have, beyond all reason.
I shall not wander into you round here.
Winter is mine, the bare boughs emerging.
My ways have narrowed, these dry sticks my clearing.
Peter Dale

Luce di Neve (Snow Light) by Gio (The Ruskin School of Fine Art, 1961) 

 Tunisian-born poet, editor and translator 
Patrick McGuinness lives in Cardiff and is 
Professor of French and Comparative 
Literature at St Anne’s College. ‘The Other 
Side’ is from Jilted City (Carcanet, 2010), 
“a rough guide to a lonely planet, full of 
unquenchable cultural curiosity”.

Peter Dale (St Peter’s, 1960) edited the 
poetry page for Oxford Today between 
1999 and 2010. ‘Clearing’ is one of a 
sequence of 60 sonnets describing a 
relationship, published as One Another 
(The Waywiser Press, 2002). Dale has also 
been widely praised for translations of 
Villon, Laforgue and Dante’s Divine 
Comedy, all published by Anvil Press. The 
same press will later this year publish Dale’s 
collected works under the title Diffractions.
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Life-size clay busts from Aegae, c.480 BC, part of the Heracles 
to Alexander the Great exhibition at the Ashmolean Museum

Saint Irene by 
Jusepe de Ribera 

(1591–1652)

&Arts    Ideas Visit www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk for full listings of events

 Ashmolean Museum

8 March–3 July
Images and the State: 
Graphics in China in the 1960s 
and 1970s 
Media images from the Chinese 
Cultural Revolution, drawing  
on ancient motifs. Mao-approved.  

7 April–29 August 
Heracles to Alexander the 
Great: Treasures from the 
Royal Capital of Macedon
Treasures from Aegae, unknown 
before discovery at the northern 
Greek village of Vergina 30 years 
ago. Features the reconstruction 
of four burial tombs and recent 
finds of gold and silver treasure. 
Tickets: £8, £6 concessions
www.ashmolean.org

 Bodleian Library

Until 27 March 
Shelley’s Ghost: Reshaping the 
Image of a Literary Family
An exhibition dedicated to the 
Shelley family. 
www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/exhibitions

 Christ Church Picture   
     Gallery

Until 15 May
Neapolitan and Spanish 
Drawings of the Baroque
Introducing the least-known 
group of Old Master drawings 
from Christ Church. Includes 
Jusepe de Ribera.
www.chch.ox.ac.uk/gallery

 Museum of the History  
     of Science

Until 20 March
Al-Mizan: Sciences and Arts 
in the Islamic World
Explores the connections 
between science and art in 
Muslim societies.
www.mhs.ox.ac.uk

 Pitt Rivers

Until 5 June 
Wilfred Thesiger in Africa: 
A Centenary Exhibition
Photographs from the life  
and travels of renowned traveller 
and writer Sir Wilfred Thesiger.

Until 3 July 
Disciples of a Crazy Saint: 
The Buchen of Spiti
The Buchen are specialist 
religious performers from Spiti,  
a culturally Tibetan valley in 
North India. Patrick Sutherland 
has been photographing there 
for over a decade; this exhibition 
shows the return of his and other 
historical photographs to Spiti, 
involving the Buchen in the 
documentation of their culture. 
www.prm.ox.ac.uk

 University Museum of     
     Natural History

Until 31 March
Rainbow in the Darkness
Entomological scientific 
illustration by Masashi Kimura.

Until 31 July
Ghost Forest: A Year in Oxford
Ten immense rainforest tree 
stumps from Ghana are displayed 
in front of the museum, 
highlighting the impact of 
deforestation. [See page 28].
www.oum.ox.ac.uk

Music
 Oxford Bach Choir

25 June
Monteverdi: Vespers
Sheldonian Theatre, 19.30
www.oxfordbachchoir.org

 Oxford Philomusica

16 April 
‘Truly, this was the Son  
of God’
Bach: St Matthew Passion,  
BWV 244  
Sheldonian Theatre, 19.00

19 May
The Genius of Mozart
Mozart: Serenade No. 6 in D 
Major, K.239 ‘Serenata Notturna’ 
Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante for 
Wind in E Flat, K.297b
Busoni: Divertimento in B Flat 
Major for Orchestra, Op.52 
Mozart: Symphony No. 41 in C 
Major, K.551, ‘Jupiter’
Sheldonian Theatre, 20.00

12 June
Missa Solemnis 
Sheldonian Theatre, 20.00
www.oxfordphil.com

Alumni receive 10% off tickets via 
the Oxford Alumni Card Scheme.  
www.alumni.ox.ac.uk/alumni_card

Alumni events
26 March 
Boat Race
Celebrate the great annual 
Varsity rivalry with alumni, 
friends and other old members  
at the Riverside Studios!
Contact Beth Tibble,  
events@alumni.ox.ac.uk
 

April  
Professional Networking  
Event on Academia, Oxford
Join us for this session focussing 
on alumni working in academia, 
including a panel discussion.
Contact Shirley Mapsey,  
careers@alumni.ox.ac.uk
 
6–8 May 
Oxford European Reunion  
in Paris
Join alumni and friends from 
across Europe at this new, 
biennial event, beginning  
with welcome drinks with the 
Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor 
in the Sorbonne. Hear from top 
Oxford academics and alumni  
on ‘What Europe for our 
grandchildren?’ 
Contact Beth Tibble,  
events@alumni.ox.ac.uk
 
9 June 2011
Professional Networking  
Event on the Medical Sciences, 
London
Alumni working in medicine and 
related fields are invited to the 
Oxford and Cambridge Club, 
London. Professor Alastair 
Buchan and Dr Nicholas Edwards 
represent viewpoints from the 
public and private sides of the 
medical sciences industry. 
Contact Shirley Mapsey,  
careers@alumni.ox.ac.uk
 
15 June 2011
Meet the Vice-Chancellor  
in Manchester
Hear Professor Hamilton’s views 
on the future of the University 
and discuss the challenges ahead, 
at a special city-centre venue. 
Contact Beth Tibble, 
events@alumni.ox.ac.uk
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Obituaries
 John Barnett

4 October 1947–2 July 2010

John Barnett, research lecturer in 
physics, died on 2 July 2010, aged 62. 
He joined Linacre College and the 
Department of Atmospheric Physics as 
satellites yielded the first global view of 
the atmosphere – for his PhD he 
analysed data from Nasa’s Nimbus 4 
satellite, and his DPhil identified 
sudden Antarctic warmings. He 
received the Royal Meteorological 
Society LF Richardson Award and the 
World Meteorological Organisation’s 
Norbert Gerbier-Mumm International 
Award. In October 2009 he was 
diagnosed with a brain tumour; he is 
survived by his wife Elspeth Garman, 
two daughters and a foster daughter.

 Keith Batey
4 July 1919–28 August 2010

John Keith Batey, Secretary of the 
Chest at Oxford and Treasurer of 
Christ Church, died on 28 August 
2010, aged 91. A Cambridge 
mathematics graduate, recruited in 
1940 to join Bletchley Park’s ‘Hut 6’ 
Enigma decoding team, he came to 
Oxford after serving in the high 
commissioner’s office in Ottawa; as 
private secretary to the Secretary of 
State for Commonwealth Relations; 
and as Secretary of the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment. His wife, fellow 
codebreaker Mavis Lever, survives him 
with their son and two daughters.

 Richard Kindersley
9 September 1922–30 May 2010

Richard Kerr Kindersley, emeritus 
fellow of St Antony’s and lecturer in 
international communism, died on 30 
May 2010, aged 87. He joined the Navy 
in 1942 but was requisitioned to learn 
Russian and sent to Murmansk and 
Moscow. He resumed his Cambridge 
Tripos after the war and his doctorate 
became The First Russian Revisionists:  
A Study of “Legal Marxism” in Russia 
(1962). He lectured Dartmouth naval 
recruits and was first secretary in the 
British Embassy in Yugoslavia before 
becoming a fellow at St Antony’s for  
22 years. His wife Anne survives him.

 Sir Marrack    
 Goulding
2 September 1936–9 July 2010

Sir Marrack Irvine Goulding, CMG, 
KCMG, Warden of St Antony’s, died 
on 9 July 2010, aged 73. He took a First 
in Classics at Magdalen, then took 
diplomatic positions in Kuwait, 
Tripoli, Cairo, Lisbon, Angola and the 
UN. He was private secretary to three 
ministers of state for Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs and became 
Under-Secretary-General for UN 
political affairs in 1993. On his 
retirement in 1997, he succeeded Lord 
Dahrendorf as Warden of St Antony’s. 

 David Alexander
18 October 1932–25 July 2010

Biblical scholar Professor David 
Alexander, DPhil, CBE, who ran the 
Rhodes Scholarships in the US from 
1981 to 1998, overseeing the selection 
of 32 American graduates to study at 
Oxford every year, died on 25 July 
2010, aged 77. He came to Christ 
Church as a Rhodes scholar himself in 
1954, achieving his doctorate in 
church history, Greek and Hebrew  

 Philippa Foot
3 October 1920–3 October 2010

Moral philosopher Philippa Ruth 
Foot, vice-principal and senior 
research fellow at Somerville, died on 
3 October 2010, aged 90. The British 
granddaughter of US President Grover 
Cleveland, she read PPE at Somerville, 
was a wartime researcher at the Royal 
Institute of International Affairs and 
became Somerville’s first philosophy 
tutorial fellow in 1950. She became 
vice-principal in 1967 and senior 
research fellow in 1969. She left 
Oxford in 1969 to teach in the USA, 
and was a full professor at UCLA from 
1976 to 1991. Established as a leading 
moral philosopher, she was elected a 
Fellow of the British Academy in 1976. 

 Stephen Wall
29 July 1931–6 August 2010

Stephen de Rocfort Wall, emeritus 
fellow in English Literature at Keble 
and editor of Essays in Criticism, died  
on 6 August 2010, aged 79. He read 
English at New College and lectured in 
English at the University of Leiden. He 
was confined to a wheelchair in 1956, 
after suffering polio. After his BLitt, he 
tutored at Mansfield (1960–64), then 
became a fellow of Keble, which he 
remained until 1991. He edited Essays... 

for his last 37 years, wrote critical 
studies, a novel and major critical 
articles and reviews. He is survived by 
his wife Yvonne and two daughters.

in 1957. He is survived by his wife 
Catharine and their three children.

www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | oxford.today@admin.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

 Lord Bingham
13 October 1933–11 September 2010

Thomas Henry Bingham, later Lord Bingham of 
Cornhill, KG, PC, Master of the Rolls, Senior Law 
Lord and Lord Chief Justice in England, died on 11 
September 2010, aged 76. The most brilliant lawyer of 
his generation, he was the first holder of all three top 
legal posts. After national service with the Ulster 
Royal Rifles, he won a Gibbs Scholarship at Balliol, 
taking a First in Modern History. He read for the Bar 
as Eldon Law Scholar, coming top in the 1959 Bar 
finals; he took silk at just 38, becoming a recorder of 
the Crown Court a year later in 1975. In 1980 he 
became a high court judge in the Queen’s Bench and 
a commercial court judge; in 1986 he rose to the 
Court of Appeal; in 1992 Master of the Rolls; and in 
1996 Lord Chief Justice, as well as a peer. He was 
Senior Law Lord from 2000 until his retirement eight 
years later. In 2005 he was the first judge to be made a 
Knight of the Garter. A thorough reformist, he paved 
the way for the Supreme Court in 2009. His books 
include The Business of Judging (2000) and The Rule of 
Law (2010). He is survived by Elizabeth Loxley 
(married 1963) and their daughter and two sons. 
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To read the full versions of  
these obituaries, visit
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk
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BULGARIA

AEGEAN THRACE.The Fig
House is our romantic stone-
built villa with swimming pool
right on the Greek border. A
perfect base to explore the
fascinating history and wildlife
of this undiscovered region.
Sleeps up to six. www.fighouse.com
or call 07791 986177.

CANARY ISLANDS
LANzARoTE - PLAYA BLANCA
Well appointed house with sea
view. Prime location. Communal
pool. Sleeps 4. Minimum let 2
weeks. Ring 01442 843114

ENGLAND
SoUTH NoRFoLK.
Newly available from Easter 2011
for holiday letting. Large
comfortable family country house,
with indoor and outdoor swimming
pools. Self catering. Sleeps up to
18 adults plus 2/3 children.
See www.langleygrange.co.uk,
or contact Annie or
Matthew Hutton (ChCh 1971) on
aechutton@tiscali.co.uk.
Attractive introductory prices
for 2011.

FoR SALE
AUDE (France). Recently
restored house in unspoilt village
on Med. 2 beds, 2 baths, dressing
rm. Sitting/dining rm, kitchen.
Air conditioning. Garage,
terrace, balcony, with sea view.
Small garden. 50 m from beach
and pristine, white-sanded 4km
beach. 45 mins from
Spain/Pyrenees. £350,000
contact: isolde.bo@hotmail.com

FRANCE
CoTE D’AzUR.Giens peninsula,
Hyeres. Family apartment in
mansion on coast, sleeps 6.
Panoramic view, 5-acre park,
tennis, pool. Beaches, cliff
walks, island ferries.
john.tomblin@wanadoo.fr

DoRDoGNE. Charming
farmhouse and converted barn.
Lovely views, large grounds,
complete privacy, pool. Sleeps
5/12. Tel. 01865 862519 or
email: linda.flores@orinst.ox.ac.uk;
www.lavaure.co.uk

HoTELS.The best independent
guide to charming, unpretentious
hotels in Paris, Provence and the
most scenic regions.
www.memorablehotels.co.uk

NICE.Overlooking rooftops
of the old town. Quiet sunny 2
room balcony flat. Lift. Sleeps
2/5. £420pw. Tel 020 7622 4036
or 01736 762013

PRoVENCE,VAISoN-LA-
RoMAINE.Delightful old
cottage amongst vineyards.
Lovely views, garden, private
pool, barbeque and terraces.
Log fire. Sleeps 4. Call
01628 521002 or see
www.dubois.me.uk

GERMANY
GERMANY - Frankfurt to Dresden,
an architectural and cultural
odyssey 9-18 May 2011. Top
hotels and speakers. Up to £1350.
Further information from
admin@selectofficeservices.co.uk
or 01243 530618.

GERMANY/Saxony spacious
and beautiful apartment central,
Dresden. Sleeps 5-6, £250 per
week. 01243 530618 or
admin@selectofficeservices.co.uk.

GREECE
PELIoN. No swimming pool,
just a sparkling sea. No busy
roads, just cobbled paths. No
nightlife, just nightingales.
Simple. Stunning. Sleeps 2-4.
www.palaiosfournos.com

ITALY
FLoRENCE: comfortable, quiet
and central apartment, sleeps
four. Visit www.casaparenti.com
or ring 0039 055 7309126.

UMBRIA/TUSCANY.
Beautiful farmhouse with tennis
court and pool, in magnificent
hillside location near Monterchi.
Sleeps 12 (6 bedrooms,
5 bathrooms) Call 01732 762013
or visit www.belvederediprato.com

MoRoCCo
MARRAKECH. Stay in our
beautifully renovated traditional
courtyard house in the medina.
Sleeps 10-12 in 5 bedrooms
en-suite. Plunge pool. Any
combination rooms/nights.
Further details
email:philipbrebner@yahoo.com

PERSoNAL
ACADEMIC, mid-60s retired;
fit, good-looking, enjoys travel,
countryside, music; socially
concerned. WLTM man 58-70.
Prefer live in Oxbridge; or
commute. Ann2489@gmail.com

SPECIALITY HoLIDAYS
AN AFRICAN SAFARI. The
holiday experience of a lifetime:
game drives, walking safaris,
local culture, Victoria Falls.
Zambian safari specialists. Call
Juliet Gutierrez (Jesus)
0121 472 1541 or visit
www.AfricaAway.co.uk

PoTTERY AND CRAFT
tailormade cottage holidays in
unspoilt West Wales. Individuals,
families, groups.
www.craftybreaks.co.uk
tel: 01559 362 922

TURKEY
AEGEAN TURKEY. Restored
stone house in Selcuk near
Ephesus. Sleeps 4 in comfort,
large kitchen, sitting room,
sunny courtyard. £390 p.w.
lorimerr@superonline.com

SERVICES

BOOKFINDING SERVICE
Out-of-Print and Antiquarian titles. All subjects.

Also, CDs & videos. Books are willingly mailed overseas.
Visa, Mastercard and American Express welcome.

Barlow Moor Books
29 Churchwood Road, Manchester M20 6TZ
Tel: (0161) 434 5073 Fax: (0161) 448 2491

email: books@barlowmoorbooks.co.uk

OurHouseinTuscanyPerchedonavineandolivecladhillsidenearLucca.LessthananhourfromPisaandFlorence.Peace,walks,breathtakingviewsandfood/wine.EnjoybeinginarealItalianhamlet.Toletwhenwe’renotthere.Sleeps4/5.£590aweek.Oraskusaboutlocalfriends’houseswhichmaybeavailable.Similartoours,orlargerorsmaller.Somewithpool.Tel02076023143or00390583835820MikeWilson(ChristChurch,Oxford)andJessicaCorsi(StJohn's,Cambridge)Email:to-mike@hotmail.co.ukWeb:www.tuscanycastello.com

for graduates of all years. Where minds matter.
Intelligent dating

www. .net

Carpe Diem Introductions; a traditional established agency for the over 50s, currently
have more female clients than male. They are therefore looking for genuine,
successful professional chaps over 50 to meet their elegant, educated, beautiful
clients of the highest standard. For companionship and committed relationships.
Primarily in London and the home counties. Please telephone in the first instance.
0208 313 0918. sarah@carpediemintros.com www.carpediemintros.com

GENTLEMEN REQUIRED
Complimentary Memberships

Fineselectionofgenuineoldmapsandprints.Oxford,Cambridge,PublicSchools.UKandforeigntopography.
AntiqueMaps&Prints
P.O.Box5446,Oakham,LE158WWwww.antiquemapsandprints.co.uk

Fully modernised 17th-century house in charming village, Pau &
Pyreneean walks/skiing 20 mins. Pays Basque 40 mins.

MAIN HOUSE - 6 beds, 4 baths; COTTAGE - 2 beds, 2 baths. Pool, jacuzzi,
garden, antiques, Wifi, cable TV, maid service included. Sleeps up to 20.

Michael Jago (Univ 1965-69 and 2004-05)
mjago@speakeasy.net • www.jagosfrance.com

Phone: 0033 623.64.22.73 or 001 310.663.9905

A house for all seasons
in the Pyrenées Foothills



www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | email@oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk | twitter.com/oxfordalumni

Experience Renaissance art history in beautiful and historic Florence
Courses available for students of all ages throughout the year for any period from 1-12weeks

Help available with accommodation
For course details and fees see

www.britishinstitute.it

Registered Charity no. 290467

Recognised as a centre for learning by the Tuscan Region

Be a student again and enjoy a special discount
for Oxford Alumni

‘I loved the degree of context
brought to this course.

Understanding the social and
geopolitical context has truly given
me a wonderful understanding of

Renaissance art. ‘

‘Being able to go on tour and
see the artworks discussed
in class really helped us

understand their context and
meaning.’

Tel +39 055 2677 8200
info@britishinstitute.it
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To consign your items to this sale, or for more
information, please contact Simon Vickers
0131 557 8844 | www.lyonandturnbull.com

Rare BooksWednesday 4th May
IncludingManuscripts, Maps&Photographs
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To listen to Chrystia Freeland at 
the 2010 New York Reunion visit 
www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk
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but Russia was rebuilding, and it was 
very hard to stay away. I wanted to be 
there in the thick of it, especially since 
I had chosen to be a journalist. But if it 
had been possible I would have spent 
two years at Oxford.

What kind of student were you?
I was very, very engaged with the 
subject, quite geekishly so. That was 
quite different from the way I had 
been as an undergraduate, because  
by this time I had reported on the 
Soviet Union and I really was 
interested in the ideas.

What were your tutors like?
Terrific – very smart, very supportive; 
they knew what they were talking 
about. St Antony’s College might  
not have been a good place for 
everybody because it was a bit more 
geared towards the older, geeky 
student – but that was the kind of  
person I was at that time.

Did you take part in any  
extra-curricular activities?
Not too much. If I had been at Oxford 
at a different time in history I would 
probably have had a different 
experience. I was less involved in 
community life than I had been as an 
undergraduate, because I was a little 
bit more focused on my subject  
and on the ongoing developments  
in Russia and Ukraine.

What was the social life like?
I’m Canadian but I went to university 
in the US, and Oxford is the place 
where I reconnected with some 
Canadians – other Rhodes scholars, 

some of whom have become lifelong 
friends. For me being part of that 
Rhodes scholar community was (and 
continues to be) important.

How has your Oxford degree 
helped in your career? 
I later became Eastern Europe 
correspondent and Moscow bureau 
chief for the FT. But the most 
important part about the course was 
the thesis I had to write: the longest 
piece of work that I’d ever done to that 
point. That was very helpful to me as a 
launchpad for the book I ended up 
writing on Russia, Sale of the Century: 
The Inside Story of the Second Russian 
Revolution (2000). The book wasn’t  
an extension of my thesis, but my 
thesis was good training. 

What did you take away from your 
time at Oxford?
It was a great place for me to develop, 
and extend, to learn more about my 
area. I think the whole sense of an 
intellectual community, which the 
tutorial system builds, is really quite 
special. Oxford provides a space for 
intellectual inquiry which is extremely 
valuable – especially now – yet harder 
and harder to find because money is 
so tight in the civic space. 

Freeland in her 
university days

Why did you apply to Oxford?
What was particularly appealing to me 
– in addition to the great attraction of 
the Rhodes Scholarship – was St 
Antony’s College. I was very interested 
in Russian history and literature – the 
subject of my undergraduate degree 
– and St Antony’s is very strong in 
Slavonic Studies. I went there for a 
one-year Master of Studies degree.

How did you find Oxford after 
Harvard, your alma mater?
People might imagine Oxford would 
be more intimate than Harvard, but 
(possibly because my area was quite a 
specialised one) as an undergraduate 
at Harvard – just as in Oxford –  
I found I had good close relationships 
with my professors. So there was more 
continuity than there was difference. 

How did current events impact on 
your time at St Antony’s?
At that particular time the Soviet 
Union had collapsed. While I was 
studying I went back there for a few 
weeks and reported on the beginnings 
of the reconstruction of Russia for the 
Financial Times. I was very impressed  
at how engaged my professors were 
with what was actually going on, and 
how open they were to students being 
involved with this once-in-a-lifetime 
moment in the area we were studying: 
very different from the stereotype  
of Oxford professors – they were  
much more ‘real-world’ than you 
might have imagined. 

Did you enjoy Oxford?
Yes, I only stayed for a year and with 
hindsight I would have stayed longer, 

The last word

My Oxford
Chrystia Freeland
 – St Antony’s 1993
The global editor-at-large of Reuters news and 
former Rhodes scholar tells John Garth how 
she found herself at Oxford, just as her degree 
subject was dominating international headlines
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Be part of
our enduring
legacy

At Oxford we are committed to investing in the innovators of
tomorrow – those who will research, teach, and create the new
ideas that will help shape our world. By leaving a gift in your
will to support DPhil scholars at Oxford, you can help to develop
great minds that will address the most pressing global issues for
generations to come.

www.giving.ox.ac.uk/legacies

“Malaria is a fatal disease in many parts of the
world. through my dphil research, i am developing
a new type of vaccine that has the potential to
reduce or even halt the spread of malaria by
interrupting onward transmission of the disease.
Without my dphil scholarship this contribution
to the fight against infectious diseases would
have remained a dream.”Melissa Kapulu, DPhil student andCommonwealth Scholar, Jenner Institute

Your legacy
If you would like to find
out more about supporting
scholarships at Oxford by
making a gift in your will,
please contact:

Ben Plummer-Powell
Head of Development,
Student Support
Tel: +44 (0)1865 611570
Email: ben.plummer-powell@
devoff.ox.ac.uk
or
Rebecka Reid
Legacies Officer
Tel: +44 (0)1865 611520
Email: legacies@devoff.ox.ac.uk
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No.1 in Oxford
No.101 in New Bond Street
Auctions in London, New York,
Hong Kong and Dubai, make
Bonhams the premiere place to
sell your paintings at auction.
Why go anywhere else for a
free valuation?

Illustration:
Barend Cornelis Koekkoek
(Dutch, 1803-1862)
Winter
Estimate: £250,000 - 350,000
19th Century Paintings
Wednesday 13 July
New Bond Street, London

Enquiries
Oxford
Lizzie Hill
lizzie.hill@bonhams.com
+44 (0) 1865 853 660

London
Charles O'Brien
charles.obrien@bonhams.com
+44 (0) 20 7468 8360

Bonhams
Banbury Road
Shipton-on-Cherwell
Kidlington
Oxford OX5 1JH

Bonhams
101 New Bond Street
London W1S 1SR
www.bonhams.com
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